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JCU senior attacked 
Assault results in reconstroctive surgery 
John R. Thome 
Edit or-in-Chief 
When Mike O'Sullivan was 
walking home late Friday night it 
never crossed his mind he would 
be in the hospital less than one 
hour later. 
O'Sullivan, a senior at John 
Carroll University, was struck 
over the head with what could 
have been a brick, only a block 
and a half from his house. 
He was walking alone. 
According to O'Sullivan, who 
was recuperating Tuesday from 
his injuries at Dean of Students, 
joe Farrell's house in Euclid, the 
whole incident happened so fast 
that he did not get a good look at 
the two men who attacked him. 
"It happened so quickly," 
O'Sullivan said. "lt was planned 
out th~wttetr·m~--..,.......t~­
tracted me the other guy hit me. 
I'd never seen them before." 
Around midnight on Friday, 
O'Sullivan said he was walking 
home from Peabody's Cafe on the 
corner of Cedar and S. Taylor 
Roads, when the attack happened. 
The first man approached 
O'Sullivan and asked if he had 
any cigarettes. After he told the 
man he had no cigarettes, the man 
asked O'Sullivan for money. What 
happened next, O'Sullivan never 
expec ted. 
"tp-bhnd sided by someguy I 
didn't see," he said. 
After he was hit, O'Sullivan 
stayed on his feet, which may have 
saved his life. He ran to his house, 
only a block and a half away. 
"When they hit me,! think they 
expected to knock me down ," 
O'Sullivan said. "When I took off, 
they started chasing me. I would 
say they were looking to get money 
from me, looking to rob me. It was 
a bad thing, but 1 was lucky ro get 
out of it with just what [injuries]! 
had." 
When O'Sullivan got home, he 
woke up a roommate to tell him 
what had happened. 
"When he came out, he saw that 
my face was kinda' messed up," 
O'Sullivan said. "I wasn't making 
sense. He knew there was some-
thing wrong with me." 
O'Sullivan was taken ro Uni-
versity Hospitals in Cleveland 
a round 1 a.m., O'Sullivan re-
counted, where he would remain 
until his release this past Monday. 
The Chicago native has since 
stayed with Farrell. 
Atll:45p.m., less than 24 hours 
after the attack, O'Sullivan was 
being operated on by a team of 
s urgeon s h o ping to r econ <;t r uct hl.;; 
face.. 
In fact, the blow to the left side 
of his face resulted in an "orbital 
blowout," a fracture of the bone 
structure holding the eye in place. 
In addition to the orbital damage, 
O'Sullivan also sustained three 
fractures to his cheek bone. 
According to O'Sullivan, the 
reconstructive surgery that was 
performed on Saturday should re-
See ATTACK, page 3 
Bartender pours into world title 
John R. Thome 
Editor-in-Chief 
Matt Durbin has been teased 
he watched "Cocktail" too many 
times, but with a world title un-
der his belt, this bartender is not 
acting. 
In fact, Tom Cruise was trained 
by a T.G.l.Friday's bartender much 
like Durbin. 
Durbin, a senior at John Car-
roll University, was crowned 
T.G .l.Friday's World Bartender 
Champion in December, a title 
that over 1,800 Friday's bartend-
ers fought for. 
The 23 year old Chagrin Falls 
native started bartending in july 
1993, and within three months, 
had already won bartending 
titles. 
In the 1993 competition, he 
won the in-store competition at 
his home restaurant in Mayfield . 
Durbin then moved onto the 
regiona ls, d ivisionals, and finally 
placed third in the national corn-
petition. He stopped his streak at 
that point, only determined to be 
back next year. 
"This is my second year in the 
competition, which makes it 
easy," Durbin said of the four-
month long annual competition 
that took Durbin from Mayfield, 
Ohio to Chicago, 
Dallas and finally to 
London. 
After last year's 
competition , 
Durbin began prac-
ticing his skills. The 
bartenders are 
judged on food and 
beverage knowl-
edge, guest interac-
tion and flair, as well 
as presentation 
skills and uniform 
standards. 
Going into the 
1994 competition , 
Durbin knew what 
he needed to do to 
win, but didn't 
think he would get 
as far as he did. He 
continued his streak 
from the past year, 
except he turned a 
third place national 
John R. Thorn< Senior, Matt Durbin was crowned 
T.GJ.Friday's World Bartending Champion. 
title a into first place win. 
"I had the. best routine I ever 
had," he said of his second show-
ing in the nationals. "I nailed ev-
erything." 
A month later Durbin was sent 
to London to represent the United 
States in the world championship 
of Bartending at the London 
T.G.l.Friday's restaurant in Covent 
Garden. 
"The whole concept of being 
the best bartender in the United 
States was foreign to me. I just 
took itonestepata time and made 
it happen," Durbin said. "I felt that 
if I could win the nationals, 1 could 
See DURBIN, page 3 
Marijuana confiscated 
from Dolan room 
Derek Dlaz 
Senior Staff Reporter 
Campus security, following a 
tip from resident assistants last 
Saturday night,seized an uncfis.-
cl~ amount of marijuana 
from john Curoll University 
~ts:in a campus residence 
tiS II. Failure to turn the contra-
band over to city officials, how-
ever, has created a rift between 
the University and local police. 
According to Director of Resi-
dence life Donna Byrnes, two 
resident assistants detected the 
scent of marijuana in a hallway 
in Dolan Hall late Saturday night 
and alerted campus security. 
Campus security then con· 
fronted the inhabitants of the 
dorm room, who subsequently 
surrendered an unknown quan-
tity of m;>.tl}uan:.. 
Rohal of the UHPD said his de--
partment, which evidently was 
not notified of the 4rug confis-
cation, would be interested in 
any drua related illcldents tliar 
occur on campus. 
"'f (the drug bust] happened, 
we don't know anything about 
it," Rohal said, "We'd like to 
know. We're interested in any 
drug related incident.• 
Byrnes said the students con-
nected with the incident will 
face "judicial action• from uni-
versity hearing boards. Maxi-
mum poss1ble punishment by 
university hearing boards, 
Byrnes said. Is ~ (fOlJl 
caQlP'fdor~ 
COmJ)IIratfvety, maxtmum 
punishment under the Ohio Re-
vised Code Section 1511 for pos-
'-'"!,.<>\<:>n of \(\0 'il.''"m" (\ "unc(') 
• < 
' ,;; ' ' I, • ' ol' ~ __. <' ' 'I' ' >' ' ' ,. '< -,.' 
amount, the incident can be 
handled within the jurisdiction 
of the university housing sys-
tem," Byrnes said. 
Byrnes noted that the contra-
band still remains in the hands 
of campus security, who report· 
edly have the option of turning 
the material over to city police 
officials or retaining it. 
Dean of Students joe Farrell 
indicated that the amount of 
mtri~na seized In the bust last 
SatqtdJy did n~ m~t tb,e in· 
volvement or tlie tfJlive~~ 
Heights Pollee Department. 
Detective Sergeant james 8, 
sible probationary ptriod. An 
arrest for possession of larger 
amounts of marijuana consti-
tutes a fourth degree misde-
meanor with a possiblejailsen-
tence. 
ln lieu of crimina1 charges, 
Farrell said the individuals in-
volved will probably be put on 
University probation, their par-
entswillbecalled,andtheywill 
most likely be required ro com-
plete an undetermined amount 
of community service. 
I:ditors/W)U: Editor-in-chief 
]tHan~ rhorM contnbut~d to 
this article. 
Campus drug busts up 
Cassandra Burrell 
<t>1995, Associated Press 
Washington- The number 
of drugarrestsincreasedsharply 
on the nation'scollegecampuses 
in 1993 while murder, rape and 
burglary rates declined, accord-
ing to an annual survey. 
Campus officials reported a 
total of 4,837 drug-related ar-
rests,34 3 percent more than the 
3,601 reported for 1992, The 
numbers were contained in a 
survey of 796 schools released 
by theChronicleof Higher Edu-
canon. 
Aggravated assaults rose by 
2.7 percent, but the number of 
rapes dechned by 19.9 percent 
and burglary dropped by 4.5 
percent. 
A total of 15 murders were 
committed, down from the 17 
reported in 1992, the survey 
found. 
A 3·year-old federal law re-
quiresc:ollegestocompllecrlme 
statistics and provide them ro 
students and staC£. The 
chronicle based its data on rhe 
security reports of 796 colleges 
and universities with enroll· 
ments over 5,000. 
The University of Michigan 
at Ann Arbor reported no mur-
ders, six rapes, seven robberies 
and 30 aggravated assaults in 
1993. According to the survey, 
there were 215 drug-related ar-
rests and 12 arrests for weapons 
violations. 
Although they worry about a 
general increase in violent cam· 
pus crime, school officials cau· 
tion that higher numbers may 
simply indicate more aggressive 
law enforcement and more ac-
curate reporting. 
Differences in the way crimes 
are reported and categorized 
may also skew campus crime 
data, school officials say. 
Rapes. for example,arenot al-
ways included in the statistics 
from campus police If the as· 
saults~reportedonlytoresl~ 
dendaladY!sers or campus rape 
Crisis centers. 
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john R. Thome 
Joe Farrell passes up the opportunity to be mayor of Euclid 
to keep his name on the door above. 
Decision made: 
He's 'gonna stay' 
John R. Thome 
Editor-in-Chief 
"I'm gonna stay." 
These words sum up the 
thoughts that bombarded joe 
Farrell's mind for the past week. 
The 51 year old John Carroll 
University dean of students had 
been contemplating leaving his 
position with Carroll to seek a 
mayoral election in the City of 
Euclid, where he is a life-long 
resident and current council 
president. 
Farrell first started thinking 
about aspiring to be mayor 
when current Euclid Mayor, 
David Lynch announced he 
would not seek reelection in 
ar e s n no o run 
was based on his attachment to 
Carroll, especial! y the students 
he is in contact with every day. 
"During [the decision mak-
ing process] I realized I have a 
pretty specia lrela tionship with. 
these kids I couldn't live with-
our right now," Farrell said. 
Although Farrell has been 
involved with Euclid politics for 
the past 22 years, he feels more 
comfortabledealing with "hon-
est" relationships. 
"In talking to [students] we 
really do deal on a basis of hon-
esty," Farrell said. "When we 
talk as people, what you see is 
what you get, and with politics 
it'snotwhatyousee is what you 
ger." 
Although the mayor position 
paysinexcessof$100,000ayear, 
Farrell is not concerned with 
the money. And, Farrell's deci-
sion to stay does not affect his 
current contract with the Uni-
versity, he said. 
"I've been in Catholic educa-
tion for the past 30 years and 
salary is not an issue," Farrell 
sa id. "I didn't ask for a raise nor 
was I given one." 
Undoubtedly, Farrell has the 
an ean o stu ents, ut nme 
limits his ab ility to be boch. 
Lynch was quoted last week 
as saying Farrell would easily 
win the election, but for Farrell 
it is not time to leave the posi-
tion he has held since 1987. 
"Politically it doesn't make 
sense for me not to run," Farrell 
said. "But if you see me operate 
around here and see what I've 
got here, it doesn't make sense 
to leave." 
Farrell will seek reelection 
for his seat ascounci I president. 
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Morris brought up on charges 
Kevin Baclvnan 
News Editor 
The Student Union Finance 
Committee brought Director of 
Special Events Bob Morris up on 
charges that he did not follow the 
SU Constitution regarding the ap-
proval of finances for last 
semester's "The Clarks" concert. 
The charges were brought up 
because Morris spent an addi-
tional $1,500 out of the Special 
Events budget to bring the band 
on campus. The money was not 
authorized. The total cost of the 
concert was $6500. 
"The Finance Committee rec-
ommends that Bob Morris' actions 
from The Clarks' concert be re-
viewed by the Judicial Board," SU 
Finance Committee Chairperson 
Molly Zincand said. "Pending the 
review by the judicial Borad, we 
recommend that Bob Morris' 
power be limited. This is the Fi-
nanceCommittee's recommenda-
tion. 
Zincand said it was the organi-
zation, or, in this case, the person, 
who is holding the event's respon-
sibility to come before the Finance 
Committee and ask for approval. 
"It's their activity. They are the 
ones asking for their money," 
Zincand said. 
But the SU Constitution does 
not explicitly state whose respon-
sibility it is to bring appropria-
tions' bills before the Senate. 
There were conflicting opin-
ions on whose fault it was because 
it is not explicitly defined. 
SUPresidemjohnCranleysaid 
that Morris did not follow the con-
stitutional guidelines in planning 
the concert. 
"If [the event costs] over $3,000 
it's expected to go to the Finance 
Committee first, and then to the 
Senate for approval,"Cranley said. 
Morris, while admitting that he 
did not follow the procedural 
guidelines, said he was doing his 
best for the school. 
"I was only acting for the good 
of the students," Morris said. 
"That's the reason l do this job. l 
don't work for hours and hours to 
have something canceled. That's 
not my idea of fun." 
The concert, originally 
planned to take place before 
Thanksgiving, was rescheduled to 
December l. The finances before 
the original concert was approved 
by the Finance Committee, but the 
concert were postponed before the 
next SU meeting. After Thanks-
giving break, the concert was re-
scheduled, but Morris did not clear 
the finances with the Review 
Committee this time. 
"MyjobasTreasureris not to be 
a watchdog, it's to facilitate and 
execute the duties of my office," 
Executive Treasurer Mike Colyer 
said. "It's the Senate's job to be a 
watchdog." 
A few senators did not know 
the concert had been rescheduled. 
"I didn't know about this. I did 
not know there was a concert un-
til the night of," said Anne Marie 
Quercioli,jumor class off cam pus 
senator. 
Academics Committee Chair-
person, Jason Stevens said the Fi-
nance Committee should have 
brought the matter to the atten-
tion of the entire Senate. 
"There are senators on the Fi-
nance Committee. It ultimately 
comes back to [the senators] to say 
'Where was the bili'?"Stevenssaid. 
Information Committee Co-
Chairperson Matt Cox blamed the 
Senate for seemingly not showing 
enough of an interest in their role 
as elected representatives of the 
student body. 
"I was a Senator last year, and l 
think people get elected and they 
don't pay attention and they want 
togohome,"Coxsaid. "This is what 
happens. We lose $5,000 or $6,000 
and no one cares" 
Morris will appear before the 
six member Judicial Board and it 
is up to him as to whether the hear-
ings will be open or not. 
"I'd like to have as many people 
as possible there," Morris said. "If 
people see the facts clearly stated, 
on neutral ground, they will de-
cideforthemselves. Anything that 
anyone has ever said about docu-
mentation from Fr. Salmi [Vice 
President of Student Affairs] on 
down, I have taken very seriously. 
Now, it's my word against them." 
New library addition, new name 
Gina Girardot 
Grasselli Library's 40,000 
square foot addition will be named 
the john G. and Mary Jane Breen 
Learning Center when it is com-
pleted this fall. 
The facility is expected not 
only to provide alternative study 
space for John Carrollstudents, but 
to also emphasize the role of elec-
tronics in the future of libraries. 
The benefactors, john and 
Mary Jane Breen, are both john 
Carrollalumni.John,a 1956grad u-
ate of the School of Business, is 
now chairman and chief execu-
iams Company and chairman of 
the Board of Trustees at john 
Carroll. Mary j ane graduated from 
john Carroll in 1994 with a mas-
ters degree in Humanities. 
Gordan Duffeu, library direc-
tor, said Mary jane's recent studies 
at john Carroll helped put an em-
phasis on the students' needs. 
"She kn.ows thestudents'needs; 
the learning center is a positive 
reflection on her and the needs 
she addressed," said Duffett. 
These needs include more 
study space for students and bet-
world. The new facility will fea-
ture 14 small group study rooms, 
as well as a coffee lounge and an 
outside courtyard enclosed by the 
learning center's walls. 
Since the opening of the 
Grasselli Library in I96l,full-time 
undergraduate population has 
grown from 2,100 to 3,100. In ad-
dition, the students residing on 
campus have almost tripled,£ rom 
650 to 1,800. These increases cre-
ating a demand for better library 
facilities on campus. 
JCU volunteers spread their wisdom to school kids 
Duffett said the library will be 
able to take on all tbe needs of the 
future students. 
"The learn ing center will al-
low students to be wired to the 
world, making it easier for 
Internet," said Duffett. "In addi-
tion, Fiberoptics will go in and 
out of the library facilities." 
Christina Hynes "First grade is the most important 
Assistant News Editor grade." 
The facilitators and vol u meers The program began last March, 
of HOSTS have given students at before Fulton's Easter break. Vol-
Raben Fulton School new oppor- unteers worked with the students 
runities to achieve. on a one-to-one basis. When the 
HOSTS (Help One Student To students returned to school, they 
Succeed) is a nationaleducationa 1 took the CAT (California Achieve-
program which piloted in the ment Test) test, and their scores 
Cleveland area last year. Volun- hadalreadyimproved,Evanssaid. 
teers in the program tutor first Representatives from the 
grade students in academic sub- HOSTS program were invited to 
jects in which they need extra as- thejCUVolunteer Fair in Septem-
sistance. ber and spoke tomem bersof]CU's 
AccordingtotheHOSTSmen- Knights of Columbus organiza-
tor-tutor gUJde booklet, HOSTS is tion. Fifty-eight volunteers, from 
an educational program at Rob- both thejCU community and the 
ert Fulton School onE 142 St. in Knights of Columbus, dedicated 
Cleveland which utilizescommu- their time to the program. This 
nityvolunteerandcross-age men- number has drastically increased 
tors to assist grade one student from last year 's three volunteers 
who are having problems in Jan- from the JCU community, said 
guage arts. Evans. AccordingroEvans,anori-
The program targets first grade entation was held on cam pus and 
studentsbecauseitisinthisgrade the volunteers began working 
that the foundations of reading with the students at Robert Fulton. 
are learned , said joan Evans, "The most important thing 
HOSTS coordinator at Robert they [the volunteers] offer is com-
Fulton. panionship and attention," said 
"If the child doesn't learn the Evans. "They constantly motivate 
foundationsof reading, they won't and encourage the student. If the 
succeed forthe rest of theirlives;it student makes a mistake, the vol-
·~ahandit:apfonhem;"saidEvans: llhteet fOcus~s on the' ~clslmle 
I o • • • . • . • •.•,• •' f I. o ',',"'.".•,".•.•. •. •,,•,:, • ,•,•,•.-.•.•.•.•.•_• ' • • • • • • 
rather than making the child feel 
like they failed." 
According to Evans, the goals 
of the program are toimproveaca-
demics and the student's personal 






students involved are from dys-
functional families and do notre-
ceive the personal attention they 
need; the program is giving them 
that attention, Evans said. 
"It's about being a role model 
and helping the kids develop aca-
demically," said senior Dennis 
Percy, HOSTS volunteer and mem-
ber of Knights of Col urn bus. "But , 
I think being a positive role model 
and showing them the other side 
of life is Important." · 
.. :·.: .. -~ 
By the end of the year, the vol-
unteer and student have formed a 
solid relationship, and with the 
volunteer's encouragement, the 
student has the opportunity to 
succeed, said Evans. 
"Besides the academic achieve-
ment, it's so good for the [child's] 
morale," said Evans. "So few of the 
children, especially the boys, have 
role models. Now, they can have 
heroes." 
But, the benefits of the pro-
gram reach beyond the student, 
said sophomore Kendra Zupancic, 
HOSTS volunteer. "[ real! y look 
forward to gomg and, when you 
leave, you really feel like you've 
really accomplished something," 
Zupancic said. "It makes you feel 
good that you can help someone 
learn to read and see them make a 
lot of progress. All the kids try 
really hard." 
As of this year, four more 
schools in the Cleveland area are 
adopting the HOSTS program due 
to the success at Robert Fulton 
School, said Evans. 
"I think it is one of the best 
things Cleveland has tried . It 's 
been very successful and the chil-
dren love it," Evans said. 
The cost of the facility totals 
$6.8 million. The Breens have com-
mitted to donate one million dol-
lars, plus an additional million in 
deferred support. This additional 
one million will increase thejohn 
G. and Mary jane Breen Endow-
ment Fund that has been estab-
lished for several years. 
Additional support comes 
from The Kresge Foundation , 
based in Detroit, Michigan. The 
Foundationgrantsmonetarysup-
port to worthwh ile college build-
ing projects through an incentive 
program. The program challenges 
donors to respond to the school's 
needs in return for financial sup-
port. 
The Kresge Foundation has 
pledged $600,000 for the project. 
"It is an honor for The Kresge 
Foundation to nationally recog-
nize john Carroll with their sup-
port," said Paul Kantz, vice presi-
dent for development. 
"{The learning center is] very 
john Carroll, very f unctiona I, yet 
attractive," said Duffet t. 
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Schaefer retires after 22 years of service Attack continued from page 1 
turn his face to normal, but not 
without a permanent reminder. 
"To repair it, they had to put in 
three plates and about 14 screws," 
O'Sullivan said. "In fact (the sur-
geons] reconstructed the cheek 
bone with the plates. They said it 
was pretty much destroyed when 
they went in. They did a pretty 
good job. You can see that it is 
starting to take shape again ." 
O'Sullivan thinks that he may 
not have been attacked if he had 
not been alone. O'Sullivan left a 
group of 10 friends to make a stop 
at his house before planning to 
meet up with the group later on 
Lee Road. 
"I was with a group of about 10 
people," O'Su IIi van said. "But 1 was 
walking to my house by myself. 
I'm almost positive it wouldn't 
have happened. Even if l was with 
one other person, it wouldn't have 
happened." 
According to Detective John 
Howard of the Cleveland Heights 
Police Department, the attack on 
O'Sullivan is still under investiga-
tion. Although Howard says the 
incident is an "isolated case," he 
still warns students to be aware. 
"If you have the slightest feel-
ing that something is not right, it 
doesn't matter where you are, get 
yourself out of the situation and 
into an area where there are a lot 
of people," Howard said. "Be aware 
of your surroundings and travel in 
numbers." 
O'Sullivan plans to return to 
class next week. 
Editor's note: Senior Staff Re-
porter. Derek Diaz contributed to 
t hi s articl e 
Durbin 
continued from page 1 
win the world because the best 
competition comes out of the 
United States." 
Durbin's hunch was right. 
With bottles spinning above his 
head and glasses flipping behind 
his back, Durbin won the world 
title in the London competition, 
beating four other finalists from 
T.G.I.Friday's restaurants in En-
gland, Mexico, Spain, and Korea. 
Durbin's determination was 
backed up by a little impromptu 
performing and a cooperative 
competitor, who lent Durbin a 
blindfold to perform his famous 
blind bottle juggling act, an act 
that requires music, which was 
foreign to the other competitors. 
"I hadn't planned on doing [the 
juggling act]. 1 borrowed the kid's 
blindfold who went before me," 
Durbin said. "I told bad jokes until 
they started my music." 
In addition to his flipping and 
mixing skills, Durbin was tested 
on knowledge of the restaurant 
menu and other technical infor-
mation. ln fact, Durbin scored over 
185 out of I90 points on every test 
he had in the 1994 series of com-
petitions. 
"You can't win unless you do 
well on the test," Durbin said. 
The entire competition started 
in September and ended in De-
cember. Durbin, a communica-
tions major, worked the bar, missed 
several days of classes for the 
meets, but still managed to make 
the Dean's listwhiletaking 17 cred-
its. 
"lt taught me about hard work 
Melissa Tllk 
Assistant Managing Editor 
For 22 years, Ed Schaefer has 
monitored the financial well-be-
ing of john Carroll University. 
But, now it time for a changing 
of the guard. As of February l, 
Schaefer, 67, retired as vice presi-
dent for business. In that position, 
Schaefer was responsible for all the 
financial aspects of the university. 
Originally from johnstown, 
Pennsylvania, Schaefer graduated 
from Carroll in August of 1950 
with a degree in Accounting. Af-
ter holding variousother positions 
with other companies, Schaefer 
returned to his alma mater. 
Schaefer has raised seven chil-
dren, his youngest, George, is a 
freshman at Carroll and the oldest 
is a Lieutenant Commander in the 
Navy. Even though the children 
are out of the house, when asked 
what he plans to do after retiring, 
Schaefer said, "essentially, I plan 
to do nothing." 
According roSchaefer, working 
has a certain amount of stress and 
routine to it which he won't miss. 
"I like the place, the work and 
the people, and I would stay if I 
wanted to work. The people are 
great," said Schaefer. "Carroll is 
strong because it has avoided the 
fads. There are new developments 
a 11 the time." 
One of Schaefer's fondest 
memories was "the completion of 
Sutowski Hall in August of 1978 
because construction had been 
closed for half of january, Febru-
ary and half of March due to the 
weather." 
"There is a sense that the people 
and budgeting my time," Durbin 
said. 
In addition to winning a tro-
phy and a world title, Durbin won 
a total of $5,500 in cash for both 
the national and the world titles, 
as well as a trip for two to any 
where in the world. 
Guinness, thesponsoring brew-
ery for the national competition, 
is also taking Durbin along with 
the top eight national finalists to 
Ireland for a week in April 
"I'm looking forward to that, it 's 
a nice break," Durbin said. 
Durbin has not decided what 
he will do with his winnings, but 
is using his title to help get a job 
after he graduates in May. 
"My first love is sports," Durbin 
said. "So I'd like to do something 
thatcombinessporrsand the foun-
dation I've built with Friday's." 
He has been approached about 
being part of an "All Star" team 
which would open new restau-
rants in Europe. Other openings 
Durbin is hoping is a position in 
one of T.G.l.Friday's future Front 
Row Sports Bar and Grille. 
"1 am happy [about the title], 
but I'm ready to move on to bigger 
and better things," he said. 
Durbin was featured on "Live 
on Five" on WEWS, Channel5, on 
Tuesday, as well as other newspa-
pers in the Cleveland area. He was 
asked to be a guest on both WMMS 
100.7 FM, and WWWE 1100 AM. 
He is proud of his accomplish-
ment, but the publicity has not 
changed this mixologist He still 
shows up at work, and if asked, 
he'll tell you what he's won, but 
watching him makes that obvi-
ous. 
Read the news before anyone else. 
Become a Carroll News Copy Editor 
Ed Schaefer 
can get together and work on 
something. When l first came 
back, the quality of students and 
faculty and administrators was 
brighter than I remembered it," 
Schaefer said. 
One particularly bright per-
sonality was Schader's secretary, 
Ida Frate. "Ida remained an up-
beat personage year in and year 
out," said Schaefer. 
Frate was equal! y complimen-
tary of her boss and said, "He was 
a great man to work for- kind and 
considerate, easy to get along 
with." 
Even Schaefer had his quirks. 
Ever since he broke both wrists 
seven years ago, they haven't used 
paper clips because Schaefer 
couldn't remove them with the 
casts on and just haven't used them 
since according to Frate. 
"He was my best messenger-
he would drop off the mail or de-
liversomethingjust to take a walk. 
He always brought us goodies af-
ter the finance committee meet-
-~·-' - . -
-- ~ ~ 
Jonathan lvec 
ing," said Frate. 
University administrators and 
facultyalikeenjoyed working with 
Schaefer and remarked on his posi-
tive influence on the growth of 
the university, physically and fi-
nancially. 
"We'll miss him. He was al-
waysupbeatandsaid what a beau-
tiful day it is," said Mary Anne 
Bancroft of accounts payable. 
When planning expansion 
projects, it was necessary for 
Schaefer to rna i nta in close contact 
with various administrators, 
namely john Reali, vice president 
for services. "He's a great guy and 
a very modest man who wouldn 't 
take credit for anything even 
though he was the impetus be-
hind improving the university," 
said Reali. 
"He has accomplished a great 
deal for everyone here today. The 
buildingofSutowski,theRecCen-
ter, Campwn, East and the 
O'Malley Center -he did all the 
Hnanc1ng (or \t .n sald Rca\' 
Chairperson of the English 
Department, David LaGuardia 
worked with Schaeferoncommit-
tees involving planning for new 
buildings on campus. 
"He was a quiet force, but he 
was a force. He impressed people 
with his kindness, wit and open-
ness to suggestions from admin is-
tration and students," said 
LaGuardia. 
According to LaGuardia, "The 
university has always been m a 
secure financial position under 
him. lie has gone in a lot of posi-
tive directions in terms of brick 
and mortar." 
New V.P. for business 
"I decided the first week of Au-
gust that I wa going to retire and 
we wanted somebody with a feel 
for Carroll," said Schaefer. 
Enter jonathan !vee. 
lvec graduated from jCU in 
1977 with a degree in Economics 
and also holds his MBA from Ohio 
State University. Most recently, he 
was a group controller for Figgie 
International, Inc., but started at 
Carroll February l. 
"I found out about the opening 
through the Alumm Journal and 
some other people mentioned it to 
me," sa1d lvec. "It UCUI is a great 
institution and organization of 
people." 
lvec found his experiences at 
JCU rewarding and is enthusias-
tic at his return to the umversity. 
"I wasaday-hopand spent most 
of my time in the hbrary or sci-
ence building lounge. I enjoyed 
my four years here as a student 
and will enjoy workmg here just 
a.o;,. n'\ UC h :" ..._-, ~ tt\ 1 VC(' 
"HELPING OTHERS THROUGH 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION" 
fridlllf Apnl28tlr W11smer field 
Mandatory Meeting for all interested 
in volunteering on 
$Jtlldt11f fe/J 12 ill tlte 
Jt1rdi11e Rt;om tJt 9 p.m. 
II Let's keep H.O.P.E. alive" 
A.y Oue.tlou? 
Please call Ttm Couleb.an 371-1248 or Jen Sbtner ,397-5042 
2 
John R Thome 
Joe Farrell passes up the opportunity to be mayor of Euclid 
to keep his name on the door above. 
Decision made: 
He's 'gonna stay' 
John R. Thome 
Editor-in-Chief 
"I 'm gonna stay." 
These words sum up the 
thoughts that bombarded joe 
Farrell's mind for the past week. 
The 51 year old john Carroll 
University dean of students had 
beencontemplatingleavinghis 
position with Carroll to seek a 
mayoral election in the City of 
Euclid, where he is a life-long 
resident and current council 
prestdent. 
Farrell first started thinking 
about aspiring to be mayor 
when current Euclid Mayor, 
David Lynch announced he 
would not seek reelection in 
rr n o run 
was based on his a ttachment to 
Carroll,especially the students 
he is 1n contact with every day. 
"During [the decision mak-
ing process! I realized I have a 
prettyspecialrelationshipwith 
these kids I couldn't live with-
out right now," Farrell said. 
Although Farrell has been 
involved with Euclid politics for 
the past 22 years, he feels more 
comfortable dealing with "hon-
est" relanonships. 
"In talking to [students] we 
really do deal on a basis of hon-
esty," Farrell said. "When we 
talk as people, what you see is 
what you get, and with politics 
it 's not what yo usee is what you 
get." 
Although the mayor position 
pays in excess of $100,000 a year, 
Farrell is not concerned with 
the money. And, Farrell's deci-
sion to stay does not affect his 
current contract with the Uni-
versity, he said. 
"I've been in Catholic educa-
tion for the past 30 years and 
salary is not an issue," Farrell 
sa id. "I didn't ask for a raise nor 
was I given one." 
Undoubted! y,Farrell has the 
an ean o s tu en ts, ut time 
limits his abili ty to be both. 
Lynch was quoted last week 
as saying Farrell would easily 
win the election, but for Farrell 
it is not time to leave the posi-
tion he has held since 1987. 
"Politically it doesn't make 
sense for me not to run," Farrell 
said. &But if you see me operate 
around here and see what I've 
got here, it doesn't make sense 
to leave." 
Farrell will seek reelection 
for his seat as council president 
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Morris brought up on charges 
Kevin Bachman 
News Editor 
The Student Union Finance 
Committee brought Director of 
Special Events Bob Morris up on 
charges that he did not follow the 
SU Constitution regarding the ap-
proval of finances for last 
semester's "The Clarks" concert. 
The charges were brought up 
because Morris spent an addi-
tional $1,500 out of the Special 
Events budget to bring the band 
on campus. The money was not 
authorized. The total cost of the 
concert was $6500. 
"The Finance Committee rec-
ommendsthatBobMorris'actions 
from The Clarks' concert be re-
viewed by the judicial Board," SU 
Finance Committee Chairperson 
Molly Zincand said. "Pending the 
review by the judicial Borad, we 
recommend that Bob Morris' 
power be limited. This is the Fi-
nanceCommittee'srecommenda-
tion. 
Zincand said it was the organi-
zation, or, in this case, the person, 
who is holding the event's respon-
sibili ty to come before the Finance 
Committee and ask for approval. 
"It's their activity. They are the 
ones asking for their money," 
Zincand said. 
But the SU Constitution does 
not explicitly state whose respon-
sibility it is to bring appropria-
tions' bills before the Senate. 
There were conflicting opin-
ions on whose fault it was because 
it is not explicitly defined. 
SU Presidentjohn Cranley said 
that Morris did not follow the con-
stitutional guidelines in planning 
the concert. 
"If [the event costs! over $3,000 
it's expected to go to the Finance 
Committee first, and then to the 
Senate for approval," Cranley said. 
Morris, while admitting that he 
did not follow the procedural 
guidelines, said he was doing his 
best for the school. 
"[was only acting for the good 
of the students ," Morris said. 
"That's the reason I do this job. I 
don't work for hours and hours to 
have something canceled. That's 
not my idea of fun." 
The concert, originally 
planned to take place before 
Thanksgiving, was rescheduled to 
December l. The finances before 
theorigi nal concert was approved 
by the Finance Committee, but the 
concert were postponed before the 
next SU meeting. After Thanks-
giving break, the concert was re-
scheduled, but Morris did not clear 
the finances with the Review 
Committee this time. 
"My job as Treasurer is not to be 
a watchdog, it's to facilitate and 
execute the duties of my office," 
Executive Treasurer Mike Colyer 
said. "It's the Senate's job to be a 
watchdog." 
A few senators did not know 
the concert had been rescheduled. 
"I didn't know about this. I did 
not know there was a concert un-
til the night of," said Anne Marie 
Quercioli,junior class off campus 
senator. 
Academics Committee Chair-
person,Jason Stevens said the Fi-
nance Committee should have 
brought the matter to the atten-
tion of the entire Senate. 
"There are senators on the Fi-
nance Committee. It ultimately 
comes back to[the senators! to say 
'Where was the bill'?" Stevens said. 
Information Committee Co-
Chairperson Matt Cox blamed the 
Senate for seemingly not showing 
enough of an interest in their role 
as elected representatives of the 
student body. 
"I was a Senator last year, and I 
think people get elected and they 
don't pay attention and they want 
to go home," Cox said. "This is what 
happens. We lose$5,000or $6,000 
and no one cares." 
Morris will appear before the 
six member judicial Board and it 
is up to hi mas towhetherthe hear-
ings will be open or not. 
"I'd like to have as many people 
as possible there," Morris said. "If 
people see the facts clearly stated, 
on neutral ground, they will de-
cideforthemselves. Anything that 
anyone has ever said about docu-
mentation from Fr. Salmi [Vice 
President of Student Affairs] on 
down, I have taken very seriously. 
Now, it's my word against them." 
New library addition, new name 
Gina Girardot 
Grassel ! i Li brar y's 40,000 
square foot add ition will be named 
the john G. and Mary jane Breen 
Learning Center when it is com-
pleted this fall. 
The facility is expected not 
only to provide alternative study 
spaceforjohn Carroll students, but 
to also emphasize the role of elec-
tronics in the fu ture of libraries. 
The benefactors, john and 
Mary Jane Breen, are both John 
Carroll alum ni.john , a 1956gradu-
ate of the School of Business, is 
now chairman and chief execu-
iam s Compa ny and chairman of 
the Board of Trustees at john 
Carroll. Maryjanegraduatedfrom 
John Carroll in 1994 with a mas-
ters degree in Humanities. 
Gordan Duffett, library direc-
tor, said Mary Jane's recent studies 
at john Carroll helped put an em-
phasis on the students' needs. 
"Shekn.ows the students' needs: 
the learning center is a positive 
reflection on her and the needs 
she addressed," said Duffett. 
These needs include more 
study space for students and bet-
world . The new facility will fea-
ture l4 small group study rooms, 
as well as a coffee lounge and an 
outside courtyard enclosed by the 
learning center's walls. 
Since the opening of the 
Grasselli Library in 1961, full-time 
undergraduate population has 
grown from 2,100 to 3,100.1n ad-
dition, the students residing on 
campus have almost tripled, from 
650 to 1,800. These increases cre-
ating a demand for better library 
facilities on campus. 
JCU volunteers spread their wisdom to school kids 
Duffett said the library will be 
able to take on all t'he needs of the 
future students. 
"The learning center will al-
low students to be wired to the 
world, making i t easier for 
Internet," said Duffett. "In addi-
tion, Fiberoptics will go in and 
out of the library facilities." 
Christina Hynes "First grade is the most important 
Assistant News Editor grade." 
The facilitators and volunteers The program began last March, 
of HOSTS have given students at before Fulton's Easter break. Vel-
Robert Fulton School new oppor- unteers worked with the students 
tunitles to achieve. on a one-to-one basis. When the 
HOSTS (Help One Student To students returned to school, they 
Succeed lisa national educational took the CAT (California Achieve-
program which piloted in the ment Test) test, and their scores 
Cleveland area last year. Volun- hadalreadyimproved, Evans said. 
teers in the program tutor first Representatives from the 
grade students in academic sub- HOSTS program were invited to 
.)CCts m which they need extra as- thejCUVolunteer Fair inSeptem-
Sistance. berand spoke to mem bersof JCU's 
AccordingtotheHOSTSmen- Knights of Columbus organiza-
tor-tutor gUide booklet, HOSTS is tion. Fifty-eight volunteers, from 
an educational program at Rob- both thejCU community and the 
ert Fulton School on E. 142 St. in Knights of Columbus, dedicated 
Clevelandwhichutilizescommu- their time to the program. This 
mty volunteer and cross-age men- number has drastically increased 
tors to assist grade one studen ts from last year's three volunteers 
who are having problems in I an- from the jCU community, said 
guage arts. Evans. AccordingroEvans,anori-
Theprogram targets first grade entation was held on campus and 
studentsbecauseitisinthisgrade the volunteers began workmg 
that the foundations of reading withthestudemsatRobenFulton. 
are learned, said Joan Evans, "The most important thing 
HOSTS coordinator at Robert they[thevolunteers]offeriscom-
Fulton panionship and attention," said 
"I f the child doesn't lea rn the Evans. "Theyconstantlymotivate 
foundationsof read ing, they won't and encourage the student. [f the 
succeed forthe rest of their lives; it student makes a mistake, the vol-
·~ahanditapforthem:" saidE~ans: Uhteet focust!s on t'he ' poslnve' 
' ... ~. ·.·.·. · ·.·.-.•.•.·.·.·.·- .. ·.· .. ·. ·.· . .. ·.·.• .. : . . · .. ... ~ .... 
rather than making the child feel 
like they failed." 
According to Evans, the goals 
of the program are to improveaca-
demics and the student's personal 






students involved are from dys-
functional families and do notre-
ceive the personal attention they 
need; the program is giving them 
that attennon, Evans satd. 
"It's about being a role model 
and helping the kids develop aca-
demically," said senior Dennis 
Percy, HOSTS volunteer and mem-
berofKnightsof Columbus. "But, 
I think being a positive role model 
and showing them the other side 
of life is fmportant.~ . _ . . ·. 
By the end of the year, the vol-
unteer and student have formed a 
solid relationship, and with the 
volunteer's encouragement , the 
student has the opportunity to 
succeed, said Evans. 
"Besides the academic achieve-
ment, it's so good for the [child's] 
morale," said Evans. "So few of the 
children,especiallythe boys, have 
role models. Now, they can have 
heroes." 
But, the benefits of the pro-
gram reach beyond the student, 
said sophomore Kendra Zupancic, 
HOSTS volunteer. "I really look 
forward to going and, when you 
leave, you really feel like you've 
really accomplished some thing," 
Zupancic said. "It makes you feel 
good that you can help someone 
learn to read and see them make a 
lot of progress. All the kids try 
really hard." 
As of this year, four more 
schools in the Cleveland area are 
adopting the HOSTS program due 
to the success at Robert Fulton 
School, said Evans. 
"I think it is one of the best 
things Cleveland has tried . It 's 
been very successful and the chil-
dren love it ," Evans said. 
The cost of the facility totals 
$6.8 million. The Breens have com-
mitted to donate one million dol-
la rs, plus an additional million in 
deferred support. This additional 
one million will increase thejohn 
G. and Mary Jane Breen Endow-
ment Fund that has been estab-
lished for several years. 
Additional support comes 
from The Kresge Foundation , 
based in Detroit, Michigan. The 
Foundation grants monetary sup-
port to worthwhile college build-
ing projects through an incentive 
program. The program challenges 
donors to respond to the school's 
needs in return for financial sup-
port. 
The Kresge Foundation has 
pledged $600,000 for the project. 
"It is an honor for The Kresge 
Foundation tO nationally recog-
nize john Carroll with their sup-
port," said Paul Kantz, vice presi-
dent for development. 
"!The learning center is! very 
john Carroll, very functional , yet 
attractive," said Duffet t. 
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Attack 
continued from page 1 
turn his face to normal, but not 
without a permanent reminder. 
Schaefer retires after 22 years of service 
"To repair it, they had to put in 
three plates and about 14 screws," 
O'Sullivan said. "In fact [the sur-
geons! reconstructed the cheek 
bone with the plates. They said it 
was pretty much destroyed when 
they went in. They did a pretty 
good job. You can see that it is 
starting to take shape again." 
O'Sullivan thinks that he may 
not have been attacked if he had 
not been alone. O'Sullivan left a 
group of lOfriends to make a stop 
at his house before planning to 
meet up with the group later on 
Lee Road. 
"I was with a group of about 10 
people,"O'Sullivansaid. "But I was 
walking to my house by myself. 
I'm almost positive it wouldn't 
have happened. Eveniflwaswith 
one other person, it wouldn't have 
happened." 
According to Detective john 
Howard of the Cleveland Heights 
Police Department, the attack on 
O'Sullivan is still under investiga-
tion. Although Howard says the 
incident is an "isola ted case," he 
still warns students to be aware. 
"If you have the slightest feel-
ing that something is not right, it 
doesn 't matter where you are, get 
yourself out of the situation and 
into an area where there are a lot 
of people," Howard said. "Be aware 
of yoursurroundingsand travel in 
numbers." 
O'Sullivan plans to return to 
class next week. 
Editor's note: Senior Staff Re-
porter, Derek Diaz contributed to 
t h i s articl e 
Durbin 
continued from page 1 
win the world because the best 
competition comes out of the 
United States." 
Durbin's hunch was right. 
With bottles spinning above his 
head and glasses flipping behind 
his back, Durbin won the world 
title in the London competition, 
beating four other finalists from 
T.G.l.Friday's restaurants in En-
gland, Mexico, Spain, and Korea. 
Durbin's determination was 
backed up by a little impromptu 
performing and a cooperative 
competitor, who lent Durbin a 
blindfold to perform his famous 
blind bottle juggling act, an act 
that requires music, which was 
foreign to the other competitors. 
"I hadn't planned on doing[the 
juggling act]. l borrowed the kid's 
blindfold who went before me," 
Durbin said. "I told bad jokes until 
they started my music." 
In addition to his flipping and 
mixing skills, Durbin was tested 
on knowledge of the restaurant 
menu and other technical infor-
mation.lnfact,Durbinscoredover 
185 out of 190 points on every test 
he had in the 1994 series of com-
petitions. 
"You can't win unless you do 
well on the test," Durbin said. 
The entire competition started 
in September and ended in De-
cember. Durbin, a communica-
tions major, worked the bar, missed 
several days of classes for the 
meets, but still managed to make 
the Dean's list while taking 17 cred-
its. 
"lt taught me about hard work 
Melissa Tllk 
Assistant Managing Editor 
For 22 years, Ed Schaefer has 
monitored the financial well-be-
ing of john Carroll University. 
But, now it timefor a changing 
of the guard. As of February 1, 
Schaefer, 67, retired as vice presi-
dent for business. In that position, 
Schaeferwasresponsibleforall the 
financialaspectsof the university. 
Originally from johnstown, 
Pennsylvania, Schaefer graduated 
from Carroll in August of 1950 
with a degree in Accounting. Af-
ter holding various other positions 
with other companies, Schaefer 
returned to his alma mater. 
Schaefer has raised seven chil-
dren, his youngest, George, is a 
freshman at Carroll and the oldest 
is a Lieutenant Commander in the 
Navy. Even though the children 
are out of the house, when asked 
what he plans to do after retiring, 
Schaefer said, "essentially, I plan 
to do nothing " 
According to Schaefer, working 
has a certain amount of stress and 
routine to it which he won't miss. 
"!like the place, the work and 
the people, and I would stay if I 
wanted to work. The people are 
great," said Schaefer. "Carroll is 
strong because it has avoided the 
fads. There are new developments 
a 11 the time." 
One of Schaefer's fondest 
memor ies was "the completion of 
Sutowski Hall in August of 1978 
because construction had been 
closed for half of january, Febru-
ary and half of March due to the 
weather." 
"There is a sense th at the people 
and budgeting my time," Durbin 
said. 
In addition to winning a tro-
phy and a world ti tie, Durbin won 
a total of $5,500 in cash for both 
the national and the world titles, 
as well as a trip for two to any 
where in the world. 
Guinness,thesponsoringbrew-
ery for the national competition, 
is also taking Durbin along with 
the top eight national finalists to 
Ireland for a week in April. 
"I'm looking forward to that, it's 
a nice break," Durbin said. 
Durbin has not decided what 
he will do with his winnings, but 
is using his title to help get a job 
after he graduates in May. 
"My first love is sports," Durbin 
said. "So I'd like to do something 
thatcombinessportsandthefoun-
dation I've built with Friday's." 
He has been approached about 
being pan of an "All Star" team 
which would open new restau-
rants in Europe. Other openings 
Durbin is hoping is a position in 
one of T.G.I.Friday's future Front 
Row Sports Bar and Grille. 
"1 am happy [about the title!, 
but I'm ready to move on to bigger 
and better things," he said. 
Durbin was featured on "Live 
on Five" on WEWS, Channel5, on 
Tuesday, as well as other newspa-
pers in the Cleveland area. He was 
asked to beagueston both WMMS 
100.7 FM, and WWWE 1100 AM. 
He is proud of his accomplish-
ment, but the publicity has not 
changed this mixologist He still 
shows up at work, and if asked, 
he'll tell you what he's won, but 
watching him makes that obvi-
ous. 
Read the news before anyone else. 
Become a Carroll News Copy Editor 
Ed Schaefer 
can get together and work on 
something. When I first came 
back, the quality of students and 
faculty and administrators was 
brighter than I rem em be red it," 
Schaefer said. 
One particularly bright per-
sonality was Schaefer's secretary, 
Ida Frate. "Ida remained an up-
beat personage year in and year 
out," said Schaefer. 
Frate was equally complimen-
tary of her boss and said, "He was 
a great man to work for- kind and 
considerate, easy to get along 
with." 
Even Schaefer had his quirks. 
Ever since he broke both wrists 
seven years ago, they haven't used 
paper clips because Schaefer 
couldn't remove them with the 
casts on and just haven't used them 
since according to Frate. 
"He was my best messenger-
he would drop off the mail or de-
liver somethingjust to take a walk. 
He always brought us goodies af-
ter t h e finance c.ommltte.e m eet-
Jonathan !vee 
ing," said Frate. 
University administrators and 
facultyalikeenjoyed working with 
Schaefer and remarked on his posi-
tive mfl uence on the growth of 
the university, physically and fi-
nancially. 
"We'll miss him. He was al-
waysupbeatandsaidwhata beau-
tiful day it is," said Mary Anne 
Bancrof r of accounts payable. 
When planning expansion 
projects, it was necessary for 
Schaefer tomainta in close contact 
with various adminis trators , 
namely john Reali , vice president 
for services. "He's a great guy and 
a very modest man who wouldn't 
ta ke credit for anythin g even 
though he was the impetus be-
hind improving the uni ve rsi t y," 
said Reali. 
"He has accomplished a great 
deal for everyone here today. The 
buildingofSutowski,theRecCen-
ter, Camp10n, East and the 
O'Malley Center - he did all the 
[\nanc\n\!. for it." s,ud Real\ 
Chairperson of the English 
Department, David LaGuardia 
worked with Schaeferoncommit-
tees involving planning for new 
buildings on campus. 
"He was a quiet force, but he 
was a force. He impressed people 
with his kindness, wit and open-
ness to suggestions from admtnis-
tration and students," said 
LaGuardia. 
According to LaGuardia, "The 
university has always been in a 
secure financial position under 
him. He has gone in a lot of posi-
tive directions in terms of brick 
and mortar• 
New V.P. for business 
"l decided the first week of Au-
gust that 1 was going to retire and 
we wanted somebody with a feel 
for Carroll," said Schaefer. 
Enter Jonathan lvec. 
lvec graduated from JCU in 
1977 with a degree in Economics 
and also holds his MBA from Ohio 
State University. Most recently, he 
was a group controller for Figgie 
lnternationa~ Inc., but started at 
Carroll February l. 
"[found out about the opening 
through the Alumm journal and 
some other people mentioned it to 
me," sa1d Ivec. "It UCUI is a great 
insti tut ion and organization of 
people." 
!vee found his experiences at 
j CU rewarding and is enthusias-
tic at his return to the university. 
"lwasaday-hopandspentmost 
of my time in the ltbrary or sci-
ence building lounge. I enjoyed 
my four years here as a student 
and will enjoy workin here just 
a~.;. \1\uch," ..,.-,,t<....\ \vee 
11HELPING OTHERS THROUGH 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION" 
fridlllf Apnl28tlf W11smer field 
Mandatory Meeting for all interested 
in volunteering on 
$/tndtJif feb t2 in tlte 
JtJrdine Room tJt 9 p.m. 
"Let's keep H.O.P.E. alive" 
A..y Ouetltou? 
Please call Ttm Coulehan 371-1248 or len Shiner 397-5042 
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John Carroll alumni started with initiative, a good idea 
Grant Cleveland 
Staff Reporter 
This is the first of a four part 
series on entrepreneurship based 
on accounts of six John Carroll 
alumni. 
Initiative, willingness ro take a 
risk, and a marketable idea are 
what six john Carroll University 
alumni had in common before 
becoming entrepreneurs 
Everything from the flexibil-
ity of the business hours and poli-
cies, to the freedom of choosing a 
specific business area, havedrawn 
these alumni into entrepreneur-
ship. 
These business owners are all 
members of the Private Sector, 
which "seeks to provide educa-
tional and business networking 
services to john Carroll Univer-
sity alumni and friends who own 
or operate small, midsize, and 
emerging businesses," according 
to its mission statement. 
This part of the series will dis-
cusswhat led these entrepreneurs 
to start their own businesses, how 
useful a college education is to 
them, and their impressions of the 
entrepreneurialli£esryle. 
Becoming a business owner 
The reasons for becoming an 
entrepreneur are as diverse as the 
business owners themselves. 
William Skaryd, '69, is a certi -
fied public accountant and the 
president of William C. Skaryd 
and Company Inc., located in 
Westlake, Ohio. His firm handles 
variou~ aspects of accounting 
such as tax preparation and estate 
planning. 
"1 was looking for a change. I 
wanted to be my own boss," he 
said of beginning his own busi-
ness. He recommends that pro-
spective business owners take the 
risk and "see what you can do on 
your own." 
For Norbert O'Brien, entrepre-
neurship was a family choice. 
"I worked for my Dad, so I 
bought the business from him 
with my three brothers," he said. 
O'Brien, '76, is one of the own-
ers and operators of the O'Brien 
Brass Company located in 
le n t r 
e p r e 
n e u r 
Twinsburg, Ohio. 
Constance Atkins gives credit 
to a john Carroll professor for in-
spiring her to get into entrepre-
neurship. A john Carroll graduate 
of 1982, Atkins currently owns 
and operates Atkins' Professional 
AdvantageinCleveland. Herfirm 
specializes in teaching profes-
sional people business techniques, 
such as stress management, con-
flict resolution, and cultural di-
versity. 
Linda Cappelli-Q'Brien, '72, is 
ent•re•pren•eur 
one who organizes, manages, 
and assumes the risks of a 
business or enterprise 
part 1 of4 
president and owner of Cappelli's 
Party Center, a catering and gath-
ering center, located in Wickliffe, 
Ohio. 
She became an entrepreneu rto 
earn income for her family. 
"It is difficult for a woman to 
make enough money to support a 
Strong academics required for success in consulting 
Kathleen Callahan 
Staff Reporter 
Cqnsulting work requires am-
bition, good communication 
skills, and a strong academic back-
ground,said Brian Moran, a repre-
sentative of Ander-
son Consulting in 
said Moran. 
An important issueforconsult-
ants is total business integration, 
he said. This entails analyzing 
problems, finding solutions, and 
training the clients' employees in 
to fill positions with the firm. 
"Anderson Consulting inter-
views at nine local colleges for 
their Cleveland office,"Qu inn said. 
An average of 49 positions are 
available each year in Cleveland. 
Nation wide, Anderson 
hi res 2,500 college stu-
Cleveland. 
Moran and other 
recru i(ers for the 
firm spoke on cam-
puslastThursdayto 
John Carroll seniors 
Consultants are hired by other dents from top univer-sities, she said. 
firms to reorganize operating 
structures and to promote 
JCU senior market-
ing major Rose Abood 






ing in mathematics, 
computer science, finance, eco-
nomics, and marketing attended 
the presentation. 
Consultants are hired by other 
firms to reorganize operating 
structures and to promote tech-
nological and economic efficiency, 
economic idea of consulting," she 
said. "I would like to 
work for Anderson." 
new methods of business, said 
Moran. 
According to Katy Quinn, an 
Anderson Consulting recruiter 
and john Carroll alumna, the 
Anderson Consulting office in 
Cleveland is looking for students 
According to its 
mission statement, 
Anderson Consulting's goal is to 
help clients get integrated with 
today's technology, and to orga-
nize the operating structures of 
their work force. 
Anderson has been hired by the 
government, utility companies, 
health care agencies, communi-
cations firms, and product com-
paniesincludingAmericanGreet-
ings and Mr. Goodwrench, said 
Moran. 
Anderson consultants work in 
46 countries. They have grown 
within a strong business environ-
ment and are continuing to ex-
pand, Moran added. 
Consulting firms focus on 
forming strategies, on functional 
technology, organizational struc-
tures, and processes in which their 
duct theirdail yoperations, Moran 
said. 
iA nderson's vision is I to be one 
Global firm committed to quality 
by having the best people with 
knowledge, capital, and 
partnering to deliver value to the 
best clients," said Moran. 
Anderson isacceptingapplica-
tions and resumes through the 
John Carroll Career Development 
Office until5 p.m. Friday. 
It's tough work to become a leader in the corporate world. It's even tougher to be a leader 
in our company. It takes strength, wisdom and determination. These aren't easy characteristics 
to develop. But if you're willing to try, then Officer Cand1dates School (OCS) II ~a-!-~ 
is your chance to perfect these skills and become ?n Officer of M~rmes. See Jr.Ji:ICH.a::ll 
if you've got what rt takes to carry the title - Umted States Manne Off~eer. n.,..n.~ma:n..-
* 111M*"'"''+ 
For more information about the Marine Corps Officer Programs, see Captain Shawhan 
at the Atrium on Wednesday, February 6, 7 995 between 10:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m. 
or call 1-800-842-2771. 
PILOT POSITIONS STILL AVAILABLE FOR MEN AND WOMEN 
family, so I had to get into some-
thing where l could make enough 
money to support my fam ily" 
A college degree 
Many would-be entrepreneurs 
realize that a degree is not required 
to have a successful career in en-
trepreneurship. Starting a new 
business takes a good idea, capi-
tal,a network and commonsense. 
But the Carroll entrepreneurs ex-
plained how a college degree fits 
into the picture. 
Mark Hauserman, '68, is the 
managing partner of The Knight 
Hauserman Group, Ltd. located 
in Cleveland. His business sells 
high style executive furnish ings 
such as boardroom tables and area 
furniture. 
He said his marketing degree is 
very useful, and has helped him to 
expand his business. 
"The secret to business is to get 
more orders," he said. 
O'Brien, who is in manufactur-
ing rather than retail, also found 
his degree to be useful. 
"Marketing is very useful for 
handling the sales end [of busi-
ness!," he said. "!learned about the 
existence of and how to approach 
different markets." 
Atkins, who worked before re-
turning rocollege,said her experi-
ence was "veryimportant in terms 
of skills and ethics." 
Cappelli majored in education. 
She said that she wished she had 
an accounting background, be-
causeshe had to learn some book-
keeping lessons the hard way. 
In acquiring a degree, "!Stu-
dents! become more polished, 
learn to speak half way intelli-
selves]," she said. "The core is grea t 
because it makes for a well-bal-
anced person and smooths [stu-
demslover. I also gained a lotf rom 
my philosophy courses." 
Lifestyle 
Some would-be entrepreneurs 
are understandably unsure about 
the entrepreneurial lifestyle, as 
stories of wild success of ten begin 
with failure and embarrassment. 
Then, the commitment to work 
can be so great that one has hardly 
any personal time. However, ben-
efits often outweigh the costs. 
"There is a strong investment 
of time when you first start a busi-
ness-a lot of people don't under-
stand that," Skaryd said. "The 
payback is that you will have more 
free time than you ever thought 
you would [havella ter." 
Cappelli said that she works 
more than the usual 40 hours a 
week, but that it is worth it. 
"My husband'sjob is easy. He can 
come home and forget about work. 
It is difficult [for mel to have a real 
life," she said. "I work seventy to 
eighty hours a week, but I love it ." 
Hauserman said he likes the 
lifestyle. 
"I enJOy the control and success. 
It's a very unique feeling," he said. 
'You can never go back.' 
Skayrd appreciated the help 
and encouragement he received 
from others when he started his 
business. 
"I was pleased at the number of 
people who were willing to help 
me get started," he said. "I have a 
strong positive view of people." 
Atkins, summed uptheemre-
preneuriallifestyle, "I like the in-
dependence, originality and scope 
of things." 
Next week, the series will con-
tinue with information about the 
riskandfundingofstartinga busi-
ness. 
All students who will be sophomores, 
juniors or seniors may apply. 
Stipend· $1,000 (plus Room & Board) 
Applications are available in the 
Dean of Students Office and must be 
retumed to the office by 5:00 p.m. 
on Feb. 17, 1995. 
Q&A: Please contact Joe Farrell, Dean 
of Students, lisa Heckman, Director of 
Student Activities or Fr. William Biehl, 
Assistant Dean of Arts and Science 
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John Carroll alumni started with initiative, a good idea 
Grant Cleveland 
Staff Reporter 
This is the first of a four part 
series on entrepreneurship based 
on accounts of six John Carroll 
alumni . 
Initiative, wllli ngness to take a 
risk, and a marketable idea are 
what six john Carroll University 
alumni had in common before 
becoming entrepreneurs. 
Everything from the flexibil-
ityof the business hours and poli-
cies, to the freed om of choosing a 
specific business area, have drawn 
these alumni into entrepreneur-
ship. 
These business owners are all 
members of the Private Sector, 
which "seeks to provide educa-
tional and business networking 
services to john Carroll Univer-
sity alumni and friends who own 
or operate small, midsize, and 
emerging businesses," according 
to its mission statement. 
This part of the series will dis-
cuss what led these entrepreneurs 
to start their own businesses, how 
useful a college education is to 
them,and their impressions of the 
enrrepreneuria l hfestyle. 
Becoming a business owner 
The reasons for becoming an 
entrepreneur are as diverse as the 
business owners themselves. 
Wi ltiam Skaryd. '69, is a certi-
fied public accountant and the 
president of William C. Skaryd 
and Company Inc., located in 
Westlake, Ohio. His firm handles 
various aspects of accounting 
such as tax preparation and estate 
planning. 
"I was looking for a change. I 
wanted to be my own boss," he 
said of beginning his own busi-
ness. He recommends that pro-
spective business owners take the 
risk and "see what you can do on 
your own." 
For Norbert O'Brien, entrepre-
neurship was a family choice. 
"l worked for my Dad, so I 
bought the business from him 
with my three brothers," he said. 
O'Brien, 76, is one of the own-
ers and operators of the O'Brien 
Brass Company located in 
/e n t r 
e p r e 
~ " e u r 
Twinsburg, Ohio. 
Constance Atkins gives credit 
to a john Carroll professor for in-
spiring her to get into entrepre-
neurship. A john Carroll graduate 
of 1982, Atkins currently owns 
and operates Atkins' Professional 
AdvantageinCleveland. Herfirm 
specializes in teaching profes-
sional people business techniques, 
such as stress management, con-
flier resolution, and cultural di-
versity. 
Linda Cappelli-O'Brien, '72, is 
entere•pren•eur 
one who organizes, manages, 
and assumes the risks of a 
business or enterprise 
part 1of4 
president and owner of Cappelli's 
Party Center, a catering and gath-
ering center, located in Wickliffe, 
Ohio. 
She became an entrepreneurto 
earn income for her family. 
"It is difficult for a woman to 
make enough money to support a 
Strong academics required for success in consulting 
Kathleen Callahan 
Staff Reporter 
C(;msulting work requires am-
bition, good communication 
skills, and a strong academic back-
ground, said Brian Moran, a repre-
sentative of Ander-
son Consulting in 
said Moran. 
Animportantissueforconsult-
anrs is total business integration, 
he said. This entails analyzing 
problems, finding solutions, and 
training the clients' employees in 
to fill positions with the firm. 
"Anderson Consulting inter-
views at nine local colleges for 
their Cleveland office," Qui nnsa id. 
An average of 49 positions are 
available each year in Cleveland. 
Nation wide,Anderson 
hires 2,500 college stu-
Cleveland. 
Moran and other 
recruiters for the 
firm spoke on cam-
pus last Thursday to 
john Carroll seniors 
Consultants are hired by other dents from top univer-sities, she said. 
firms to reorganize operating 
structures and to promote 
JCU senior market-
ing major Rose Abood 




ing in mathematics, 
computer science, finance, eco-
nomics, and marketing attended 
the presentation. 
Consulmms are hired by other 
firms to reorganize operating 
structures and to promote tech-
nologicalandeconomicefficiency, 
economic idea of consulring,"she 
said. "I would like to 
work for Anderson." 
new methods of business. said 
Moran. 
According to Katy Quinn, an 
Anderson Consulting recruiter 
and joh n Carroll alumna, the 
Anderson Consulting office in 
Cleveland is looking for students 
According to its 
mission statement, 
Anderson Consulting's goal is to 
help clients get integrated wi th 
today's technology, and to orga-
nize the operating structures of 
their work force. 
Anderson has been hired by the 
government, utility companies, 
health care agencies. communi-
cations firms, and product com-
panies including American Greet-
ings and Mr. Goodwrench, said 
Moran. 
Anderson consultants work in 
46 countries. They have grown 
within a strong businessenviron-
ment and are continuing to ex-
pand, Moran added. 
Consulting firms focus on 
forming strategies, on functional 
technology, organizational struc-
tures,and processes in which their 
duct theirdailyoperations,Moran 
said. 
iAnderson's vision is) to be one 
Globalfirm committed to quality 
by having the best people with 
knowledge, capital, and 
pannering to deliver value to the 
best clients," said Moran. 
Anderson is accepting applica-
tions and resumes through the 
john Carroll Career Development 
Office until5 p.m. Friday. 
It's tough work to become a leader in the corporate world. It's even tougher to be a leader 
in our company. tt takes strength, wisdom and determin_ation. These aren't easy characteristics 
to develop. But if you 're willing to tTy, then Officer Candtdates School (OCS) • .I,._.!_,.,. 
is your chance to perfect these skills and become an Officer of Marines. See JYJaCHa:!J 
if you've got what it takes to carry the title- United States Marine Officer. n.,..n.._n.._ 
+ HiHHfiHHMHM 
For more information about the Marine Corps Officer Programs, see Captain Shawhan 
at the Atrium on Wednesday, February 6, 1995 between 70:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m. 
or call 1-800-842-2111. 
PILOT POSITIONS STILL AVAILABLE FOR MEN AND WOMEN 
family, so I had to get into some-
thing where I could make enough 
money to support my family." 
A college degree 
Many would-be entrepreneurs 
realize that a degree is not required 
to have a successful career in en-
trepreneurship. Starting a new 
business takes a good idea, capi-
tal, a network and common sense. 
But the Carroll entrepreneurs ex-
plained how a college degree fits 
into the picture. 
Mark Hauserman, '68, is the 
managing partner of The Knight 
Hauserman Group, Ltd. located 
in Cleveland. His business sells 
high style executive furnishings 
such as boardroom tablesandarea 
furniture. 
He said his marketing degree is 
very useful, and has helped him to 
expand his business. 
"The secret to business is to get 
more orders," he said. 
O'Brien, who is in manufactur-
ing rather than retail, also found 
his degree to be useful. 
"Marketing is very useful for 
handling the sales end [of busi-
ness]," he said. "!learned about the 
existence of and how to approach 
different markets." 
Atkins, who worked before re-
turning to college, said herexperi-
encewas"very important in terms 
of skills and ethics." 
Cappelli majored in education. 
She said that she wished she had 
an accounting background, be-
causeshe had to learn some book-
keeping lessons the hard way. 
In acquiring a degree, "[Stu-
dents] become more polished, 
learn to speak half way intelli-
selves]," she sa1d. "The core is great 
because it makes for a well-bal-
anced person and smooths lstu-
dents)over. lalsogaineda lot from 
my philosophy courses." 
Lifestyle 
Some would-be entrepreneurs 
are understandably unsure about 
the en trepreneurial lifestyle, as 
stories of wild success often begin 
with failure and embarrassment. 
Then, the commitment to work 
can be so great that one has hardly 
any personal time. However, ben-
efits often outweigh the costs. 
"There is a strong investment 
of time when you first start a busi-
ness-a lot of people don't under-
stand that," Skaryd said. "The 
payback is that you will have more 
free time than you ever thought 
you would [have] later." 
Cappelli said that she works 
more than the usual 40 hours a 
week, but that it is worth it. 
"My husband's jobiseasy. He can 
come home and forget about work 
It is difficult [for mel to have a real 
life," she said. "I work seventy to 
eighty hours a week, but I love it." 
Hauserman said he likes the 
lifestyle. 
"!enjoy the control and success. 
It's a very unique feeling," he said. 
'You can never go back.' 
Skayrd appreciated the help 
and encouragement he received 
from others when he started his 
business. 
"I was pleased atthe number of 
people who were willing to help 
me get started ," he said. "I have a 
strong positive view of people." 
Atkins, summed uptheentre-
preneuriallifestyle, "I like the in-
dependence, originality and scope 
of things." 
Next week, the series will con-
tinue with information about the 
risk and fundi ngofstartinga busi-
ness. 
5 The Carroll News, February 2, 1995 
All students who will be sophomores, 
juniors or seniors may apply. 
Stipend· $1,000 (plus Room & Board) 
Applications are available in the 
Dean of Students Office and must be 
retumed to the office by 5:00 p.m. 
on Feb. 17, 1995. 
Q&A: Please contact Joe Farrell, Dean 
of Students, lisa Heckman, Director of 
Student Activities or Fr. William Biehl, 
Assistant Dean of Arts and Science 
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Coming Attractions Propaganda! features 18 
Theatre national underground bands 
The john Carroll Communications Department presents Milan 
Stitt's psychological drama, The Runner Stumbles, Thursday, Feb. 
16 at 8 p.m. in the Marinello Little Theatre. Directed by JCU Senior 
joseph M. Guay. The Runner Stumblts is a murder mystery, a court· 
room drama, an examination of the Catholic Church, and a love 
story. TicketsareavailableintheAtriumfor$4withastudentlD($5 
without). The show also runs Feb.l7, 18, 23, 24 and 25. 
The Cleveland Playhouse Square Center will offer free theatre 
tours Saturday, Feb. i and Sunday, Feb. 5 between lO a.m. and J 130 
a.m. Participants will get a behind-the-scenes led< at the Allen, 
Ohio, State, and Palace Theatres. A slide presentation is also in· 
cluded Cameras are welcome. Tourists should enrer through the 
State Theatre lobby at 1519 Euclid Ave. 
Belkin Productions presents Megadeth at the CSU Convocation 
Center on Sunday, Feb. 5 for a 7:30p.m. show. The group, which has 
been a drivmg force in the speed metal/hard rock genre since the 
m\d '80s, is touring in support of itsfif th Capitol release, Youthanasia. 
OpeningdutiesgotoCorrosionofConformity.Ttcketsare$19.50for 
reserved seating. $2450 fo.r floor seating and are now available at all 
Tlcketmaster locations. 
FUm 
The Cleveland Museum of Art continues its yearlong series of 
international critics' choices of the 50 best movies of all tiroe with 
a tribute to Alfred Hitchcock The series, which runs every Sunday 
afternOOn, will feature Vertigo(1958), Feb.Sat3:30p.m.; Rear Win· 
dow(l9:54), Feb.l2 at 1:15 and 3:30p.m.; North by Northwest (1959), 
Feb.l9at 3:30p.m~ and Psycho 0960), Feb. 26 at 1:15 and 3:30p.m. 
Tickets to individual movies are $4,$3 for Museum members. Call 
421-7340 for more information. 
Andrew Schlegelmilch 
Staff Reporter 
I know what you might be 
thinking," A compilation put out 
by'Rock The Vote.' It looks like yet 
another collec tion of alternative 
fluff with maybe one or two de-
cemgroups."let me be the first to 
admit that I, too, was a bit skepti-
cal about this one. Even after the 
first listen, l still had my doubts. 
Only after a second listen did I 
enjoy what [was listening to. 
'Rock The Vote' is an organiza-
tion that helps "young people" be· 
come informed and interested in 
the political process. Its latest at-
tempt, Propaganda! (Phisst 
Records) sounds like a winner. At 
least this "young person"likes it. 
The CD combines 18 under-
ground bands from all around the 
countrythat you might have heard 
on college or hometown radio sta-
tions. 
The first group introduced is 
Life Like Feel. "Start All Over 
Again," the first single released to 
commercial and college radio, 
shows potential withastronggui· 
tar-driven opening and a consis-
tent melody. Thefrontman,Fosso, 
sounds a bit like Bono. His vocal 
quality is excellent and displays 
flexibility in tempo and range 
U'ni"Vc:rsit:y .F-:rolghts .. C>hi.o 44118 
3.21-727.2 
HAPPY HOUR 
Mon.-Fri. 3 p.rn.-7 p.m.&: Sat. U p.m.-7 p.m. (cafe only) 
22oz. Big Buds&: Big Bud Light Specials 
15¢ Wings-Mon.&: Tues. 7 p.m.-close 
'We offer an array of sauces ani toppings for pasta as we{{ as pizza. 
'Tiie menu also induies great sa{ais, ca[zone, burgers, appetizers, cliick:f_n, vea{, 
eggplant, ani saniwicfies, from tfie traiitiona{ to tlie creative. 
rraste tfie riifference! 
Within walking distance of campus 
Lucrezia Culicchia Award 
for Teaching Excellence 
College of Arts and Sciences 
john Carroll University 
NOMINATIONS ARE BEING ACCEPTED from January 27, through 
February 27, 1995, for the Lucrezia Culicchia Award for Teaching Excellence. 
The award will be presented at the first faculty meeting of the Co11ege of Arts 
and Sciences during the fall term. 
Nominations should include a statement and/ or documentation that the 
nominee ha.s mad~ a distinct difference in the teaching climate of the College of 
Arts and ~1enc.es m such.areas ~s: model c~assroom teaching, campus leadership 
on teachmg tssues, pwneenng teachmg methodology, creative course 
development and/ or instructional support. 
Nominations should include a letter of nomination; letters from at least three 
John Carroll University students who have taken at least one class with the 
nominee; and letters from two faculty colleagues. Also, letters of support from 
alumni would be welcome. Nominations should be submitted to the Office of 
the Dean, College of Arts and Sciences, no later than Monday, February 27, 1995. 
If further information is needed, contact the Office of the Dean at 216/397-4215. 
throughout the song. This group 
has no one particular defining 
sound; however, it does rest on the 
lighter side of alternative. 
The Nurv sings "Judy Brown." 
The only way I can explain this 
sound is that it blends English-
influenced vocalswithAmerican-
influencedguitarplaying. Because 
of this unique mix of styles, it is a 
slightly different sound than the 
typical underground band. To top 
it all off, an organ is added to a 
Step pen wolf -like riff which 
makes a smooth sound . 
The most refreshing and sur-
prising thing about this recording 
is that this is not the kind of music 
thatyoumightexpecttohearcom· 
ing from obscure, underground 
bands. 
One surprise comes from 
Blackhappy, which usestwotrom· 
bones and a sax creating a deep, 
full sound when mixed with gui-
tarsand bass. This group uses a lot 
of percussion and chord crunch· 
ing to produce a lot of sound. 
Blackhappy is an anything-goes 
band. 
Love Canal shows the harder 
side of the alternative scene with 
"Worm Hole." A distortion en-
trance followed by a tough beat 
and a regular drum/ bass beat 
gives it a Faith No More sound. 
This group could be categorized 
as a metal band, but it still has 
that sound which qualifies it for 
this compilation. 
The final selection on this CD 
is "Voodoo Orchid" by One Violet 
Green. The beginning sounds like 
a typical DepecheModesongwith 
synthesizers and drums. Sud-
denly, a voice like that of one pos-
sessed by the devil breaks the 
mood. The unnerving solo is soon 
joined by a baritone counterpart. 
This song has an overall eerie 
sound in which the main word, 
"voodoo," fits perfectly. 
One of the main purposes of 
many compilations is to give pub-
licity to talented, underground 
bands. With the exception of one 
or two groups, these could be the 
kinds of bands that you would 
hear on the radio. Some of the 
more notable bands on this CD are 
Two Pound Planet, The Specters, 
Preying Fields, Shaking Dog, The 
Smarties, The Rake's Progress, and 
The Missionaries to name a few. 
Producing tracks on the com-
pilation are such notables as Mitch 
Easter (REM), Kelly Gray 
(Candlebox), Peter Denenberg 
(Spin Doctors), Bob Woods (Liz 
Phair) and Mike Mills (of REM). 
VH balances the scales 
Jonathan Boyle 
Copy Editor 
At last, Van Halenhasreleased 
its new, much-anticipated CD 
A ong wi th 1 e ba nd's new oo 
(Eddieissportinga trendy goatee), 
the band's new songs signify the 
maturity of its members. 
The first track, "The Seventh 
Seal," isanexcellent hard rock tune 
with Eddie Van Halen'soutstand-
ing guitar riffs. Another track, 
"Don't Tell Me (What Love Can 
Do)"standsout because lead singer 
Sammy Hagar put a lot of emo-
tion into his performance. Hagar 
uses such intense lyrics as, "I can 
jump/be the sacrifice/bear the 
cross just like jesus Christ." The 
video for thissongtakesa thought· 
provoking look at juvenile crime. 
Like Van Halen's video for "Right 
Now," it makes a lasting impres· 
sion on the viewer. 
"Aftershock" is another 
noteworthy track because Van 
Halen'sguitarriffssounda lot like 
those in a Metallicasong; however, 
the band rna intains a hard rock, 
rather than a heavy metal feel on 
this track. 
Probably the elemem on the 
album that makes the name Bal-
ance fitting is Van Halen's easy 
transitions on some of its tracks 
from soft ballads to hard rock. 
and "Take Me Back (Deja Vu)" are 
good examples of the balance Van 
Halen maintains between hard 
and soft rock. 'Not Enough' is a 
unique ballad because it vacillates 
between Eddie's melodic piano 
playing and an overall hard rock 
jam: "Love takes a little time/ it's 
not sveasyto find/no searchin' ev-
erywhere/you turn and swear/ 
she's always been there, standin' 
there .. ." are some of the colorful 
lyrics Hagar sings in this song. 
These shifts in the tone show how 
versatile Hagar is as a lead singer. 
The CD also consists of three in-
strumental songs. 'Doin' Time' is 
an innovative drum solo by Alex 
Van Halen. 'Strung Out' and 
'Baluchitherium" are good hard 
rock tracksthaumprove the qual· 
ity of the album. 
Overall, this is the best al-
bum Van Halen has recorded since 
former lead singer David Lee Roth 
left Van Halen ten years ago. Bal-
ance proves that the band has the 
energy it had in its early years. 
The Karol News is inn 
kneed of copie editors 
two help phind 
misteaks. 
Drop by the Carroll News office and become part o£ the solution. 
The Carroll News, February 2, 1995 
Christopher Green 
Staff Reporter 
A man and his music. The pas-
sion that encompasses him. The 
loneliness that fills his deaf world. 
Such is theessenceoflmmorta I 
Beloved, the new film by English 
director Bernard Rose, whosecred-
its include Paperhouse, 
Candyman, and Chicago joe and 
the Showgi rl The film looks in-
side Ludwig van Beethoven's dark 
world, where loneliness and anger 
prevail. 
The film opens with Beethoven 
(Gary Oldman) lying in his bed 
close todeat h, while the energetic 
sounds of the Fifth Symphony 
provide a sudden spark. 
not for cenain,but what is forcer· 
tain is that he left behind a letter 
addressed to his "immortal be· 
loved." 
The central point of director 
Bernard Rose is to find out who 
this letter is intended for, while 
giving the audience a look into 
Beethoven's dark world. Anton 
Felix Shindler (Jeroen Krabbe), 
Beethoven's closest f riend,sets out 
on this journey to find the person 
for whom the letter is intended. 
Shindler feels that this is 
Beethoven's last wish. 
7 
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The three possibilities in 
Shindler's quest are Countess 
Giu 1 ietta (Valeria Golino), the very 
subject of Beethoven's "Moonlight 
Sonata;" Countess Anna Maria 
Erdody (Isabella Rosselini) who 
met him by walking him off the 
staged uri ng the first performance 
of "Em peror"(one of his more em-
barrassing moments, which in 
turn revealed the severity of his 
deaf ness); and Johanna Reiss 
(Johanna Ter Steege), hissister-in-
lawwhosesonheeventuallygains 
custody of. 
CopyrtA~' 199-+Columb~ l'lc1ura 
Beethoven (Gary Oldman) performs before the Vienna society in Immortal Beloved, a Columbia 
As more than 10,000 people 
surround the funeral procession, 
you can almost feel the variation 
in mood throughout the crowd. 
Now the legendary composer is 
gone, with nothing left behind but 
his music. The mystique sur-
rounding the life of Beethoven is 
Oldman plays the dark 
Beethoven to perfection. He is one 
of the few actors in Hollywood to-
day with such versatility This is 
the second time in his career 
which Oldman has played his au-
tobiographical character to per-
fection. The first was his portrayal 
Pictures release. 
of Sid Vicious in Sid and Nancy. 
And now, Beethoven. While 
watching him portray Beethoven, 
you feel like you are actually 
watching the musical genius. 
One of the most gripping 
scenes occurs when Beethoven 
lays his head on the top of the pi· 
ano to feel the vibration running 
through his deaf world. 
His world of deaf ness is 
brought into understanding 
when, during one of his perfor-
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mances, you enter his world where 
all he can hear is the sound of a 
train blaring in his head. 
Beethoven's music is the key to 
th ts film, outside of the brill iam 
performance by Oldman. The 
music captures the loneliness and 
angerwhich filled the mysterious 
composer's life. 
The music is led by the London 
Orchestra and conducted by 
George Solti. The soundtrack also 
features Murray Perahia, Yo-YoM a, 
ikyn Terfel, and Emannuelle Ax, 
featuring selections from some of 
Beethoven 's most well known 
compositions. 
Immortal Beloved deserves 
considerat ion for film of the year. 
Oldman should definitely be con-
sidered for Best Actor at this year's 
Academy Awards. 
Old man can now be mentioned 
in the same senrence as DeNtro 




A beautiful bouquet ollarge round and 
heart shaped helium filled balloons 
attached to a cuddly, soft rlush animal, 
presented to that apecla on 
February 14. 
$.29.95--
credible Balloons TN 691-0615 
tax. Free in 
JCU Alumnus Special: 
10% discount on deliveries to the 
JCU Campus. Just mention you saw 
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6 ENTERTAINPtENT The Carroll News, Februa!;l' 2, 1995 
Coming Attractions Propaganda! features 18 
Theatre national underground bands 
The john Carroll Communications Department presents Milan 
Stitt's psycholog1cal drama, The Runner Stumbles, Thursday, Feb. 
16 at 8 p.m. in the Marinello Little Theatre. Directed by JCU Senior 
josephM.Guay, The Runner Stumbles isamurdermystery,acourt-
room drama. an examination of the Catholic Church, and a love 
stoty. 11cketsareavailablcintheAtriumlor$4withastudentlD{$5 
without}. The show also runs Feb.l7 ,18, 23, 24 and 25. 
The Cleveland Playhouse Square Center will offer fret theatre 
toUrs Saturday; Feb. 4 and Sunday, Feb. 5 between 10 a.m. and 11:30 
a.m. Participants will get a behind-the-scenes led< at the Allen, 
Ohio. State, and Palace Theatres. A slide presentation is also in-
tluded Cameras are welcome. Tourists should enter through the 
State Theatre lobby at 1519 Euclid Ave. 
Belkin Productions presents Megadeth at the CSU Convocation 
Center on Sunday, Feb. 5 lor a 7·30 p.m. show. The group. which has 
been a drivsng force in the speed metal/hard rock genre since the 





The Cleveland Museum of Art continues its yearlong series of 
international critics" choices of the 50 best movies of all time with 
a tribute to Alfred Hitchcock The series, which runs every Sunday 
afternOOn, will feature Vmigo(1958), Feb. 5 at3:30 p.m.; Re4r Wtn-
dow(l9:54), Feb.l2 at l:lS and 3:30p.m~ North by Nortllwcst(l959), 
Peb.l9ar l30 p.m.; and Psycho 0960), Feb. 26 at 1:15 and 3:30p.m. 
Tickets to individual movies are $4.$3 for Museum members. Call 
+21-7340 for more information. 
Andrew Schlegelmilch 
Staff Reporter 
l know what you might be 
thmking, "A compilation put out 
by'Rock The Vote.' It looblike yet 
another collection of alternative 
fluff with maybe one or two de-
cent groups." Let me be the first to 
admit that I, too, was a bit skepti-
cal about this one. Even after the 
first listen, I still had my doubts. 
Only after a second listen did I 
enjoy what [was listening to. 
'Rock The Vote' is an organiza-
tion that he! ps "young people" be-
come informed and interested in 
the political process. lts latest at-
tempt, Propaganda! (Phisst 
Records) sounds like a winner. At 
least this "young person"likes it. 
The CD combines 18 under-
ground bands from all around the 
country that you might have heard 
on college or hometown radio sta-
tions. 
The first group introduced is 
Life Like Feel. "Start All Over 
Again," the first single released to 
commercial and college radio, 
shows potential with astronggui-
tar-driven opening and a consis-
tent melody. Thefrontman,Fosso, 
sounds a bit like Bono. His vocal 
quality is excellent and displays 
flexibility in tempo and range 
"t...Tn.i.......-c.rs .fty ~eJght:s. Ohio 44-118 
321-7272 
HAPPY HOUR 
Mon.-Fri. 3 p.m.-7 p.m. & Sat. U p.m.-7 p.m. (cafe only) 
22oz. Big Buds & Big Bud Light Specials 
15¢ Wings-Mon. & Tues. 7 p.m.-close 
'We offer an array of saucts ant£ toppings for pasta as we{[ as pizza. 
'The menu a[so induties great sa{atfs, ca[zone, 6urgers, appetizers, cliicK:ftn, vea[, 
eggp[ant, anti sanliwiclies, from tfu tratlitiona{ to the creative. 
rr aste tlie aifference! 
Within walking distance of campus 
Lucrezia Culicchia Award 
for Teaching Excellence 
College of Arts and Sciences 
john Carroll University 
NOMINATIONS ARE BEING ACCEPTED from January 27, through 
February 27, 1995, for the Lucrezia Culicchia Award for Teaching Excellence. 
The award will be presented at the first faculty meeting of the College of Arts 
and Sciences during the fall term. 
Nominations should include a statement and/ or documentation that the 
nominee has made a distinct difference in the teaching climate of the College of 
Arts and Sciences in such areas as: model classroom teaching, campus leadership 
on teaching issues, pioneering teaching methodology, creative course 
development and/ or instructional support. 
Nominations should include a letter of nomination; letters from at least three 
John Carroll University students who have taken at least one class with the 
nomin~e; and letters from two faculty colleagues. Also, letters of support from 
alumru would be welcome. Nominations should be submitted to the Office of 
the Dean, College of Arts and Sciences, no later than Monday; February 27, 1995. 
If further information is needed, contact the Office of the Dean at 216/397-4215_ 
throughout the song. This group 
has no one particular defining 
sound: however, it does rest on the 
hghter side of alternative. 
The Nurv sings "judy Brown." 
The only way I can explain this 
sound is that it blends English-
influenced vocals with American-
influenced guitar playing. Because 
of this unique mix of styles, it is a 
slightly different sound than the 
typical underground band. To top 
it all off , an organ is added to a 
Steppenwolf -like riff which 
makes a smooth sound. 
The most refreshing and sur-
prising thing about this recording 
is that this is notthe kind of music 
that you m ightexpect to hear com-
ing from obscure, underground 
bands. 
One surprise comes from 
Blackha ppy, which uses two trom-
bones and a sax creating a deep, 
full sound when mixed with gui-
tarsand bass. Thisgroupusesa lot 
of percussion and chord crunch-
ing to produce a lot of sound. 
Blackhappy is an anything-goes 
band. 
Love Canal shows the harder 
side of the alternative scene with 
"Worm Hole." A distortion en-
trance followed by a tough beat 
and a regular drum/ bass beat 
gives it a Faith No More sound. 
This group could be categorized 
as a metal band, but it still has 
that sound which qualifies it for 
this compilation. 
The final selection on this CD 
IS "Voodoo Orchid" by One Violet 
Green. The beginningsounds like 
a typical Depeche Mode song with 
synthesizers and drums. Sud-
denly, a voice like tharof one pos-
sessed by the devil breaks the 
mood. The unnerving solo is soon 
joined by a baritone counterpart. 
This song has an overall eerie 
sound in which the main word, 
"voodoo," fits perfectly. 
One of the main purposes of 
many compilations is to give pub-
lici ty to talented, underground 
bands. With the exception of one 
or two groups, these could be the 
kinds of bands that you would 
hear on the radio. Some of the 
more notable bands on thisCDare 
Two Pound Planet, The Specters, 
Preying Fields, Shaking Dog, The 
Smarties, The Rake's Progress, and 
The Missionaries to name a few. 
Producing tracks on the com-
pilation are such notables as Mitch 
Easter (REM), Kelly Gray 
(Candlebox), Peter Denenberg 
(Spin Doctors), Bob Woods (Liz 
Phair) and Mike Mills (of REM). 
VH balances the scales 
Jonathan Boyle 
Copy Editor 
At last, Van Halen has released 
its new, much-anticipated CD 
A ong wit the band's new look 
(Eddie issportinga trendy goatee), 
the band's new songs signify the 
maturity of its members. 
The first track, "The Seventh 
Sea~" is an excellent hard rock tune 
with Eddie Van Halen'soutstand-
ing guitar riffs. Another track, 
"Don't Tell Me (What Love Can 
Do)"standsout because lead singer 
Sammy Hagar put a lot of emo-
tion into his performance. Hagar 
uses such intense lyrics as, "I can 
jump/be the sacrifice/bear the 
cross just like jesus Christ." The 
video for thissongtakesa thought-
provoking look at juvenile crime. 
Like Van Halen's video for "Right 
Now," it makes a lasting impres-
sion on the viewer. 
"Aftershock" is another 
noteworthy track because Van 
Halen'sguitarriffssounda lot like 
those ina Metallicasong; however, 
the band maintains a hard rock, 
rather than a heavy metal feel on 
this track 
Probably the element on the 
album that makes the name Bal-
ance fitting is Van Halen's easy 
transitions on some of its tracks 
from soft ballads to hard rock. 
and "Ta e Me Back Deja Vu)' are 
goodexamplesof the balance Van 
Halen maintains between hard 
and soft rock. 'Not Enough' is a 
unique ballad because it vacillates 
between Eddie's melodic piano 
playing and an overall hard rock 
jam: "Love takes a little time/it's 
not so easy to find/no search in' ev-
erywhere/you turn and swear/ 
she's always been there, stand in' 
there ... " are some of the colorful 
lyrics Hagar sings in this song. 
These shifts in the tone show how 
versatile Hagar is as a lead singer. 
The CD also consists of three in-
strumental songs. 'Doin' Time' is 
an innovative drum solo by Alex 
Van Halen. 'Strung Out' and 
'Baluchitherium' are good hard 
rock tracks that improve the qual-
ity of the album. 
Overall, this is the best al-
bum Van Halen has recorded since 
former lead singer David Lee Roth 
left Van Halen ten years ago. Bal-
ance proves that the band has the 
energy it had in its early years. 
The Karol News is inn 
kneed of copie editors 
two help phind 
misteaks. 
Drop by the Carroll News office and become part of the solution. 
The Carroll News, February 2, 1995 
Christopher Green 
Staff Reporter 
A rna n and his music. The pas-
sion that encompasses him. The 
loneliness that fills his deaf world. 
Such is the essenceofimmortal 
Beloved , the new film by English 
director Bernard Rose,whosecred-
its mel ude Paperhouse, 
Candyman, and Chicago joe and 
the Showgi rl. The film looks in-
side Ludwig van Beethoven's dark 
world, where lonelinessand anger 
prevail. 
The film opens with Beethoven 
(Gary Oldman) lying in his bed 
close to death, while the energetic 
sounds of the Fifth Symphony 
provide a sudden spark. 
not for certain, but what is forcer-
tain is that he left behind a letter 
addressed to his "immortal be-
loved." 
The central point of director 
Bernard Rose is to find out who 
this letter is intended for, while 
giving the audience a look into 
Beethoven's dark world. Anton 
Felix Shindler Oeroen Krabbe), 
Beethoven'sclosest f riend,sets out 
on this journey to find the person 
for whom the letter is intended. 
Shmdler feels that this is 





The three possibilities in 
Shindler's quest are Countess 
Gi u lietta (Valeria Gol ino), the very 
subject of Beethoven's "Moonlight 
Sonata;" Countess Anna Maria 
Erdody (Isabella Rosselini) who 
met him by walking him off the 
stageduringthefirst performance 
of "Em peror"(one of his more em-
barrassing moments, which in 
turn revealed the severity of his 
deaf ness); and johanna Reiss 
(Johanna Ter Steege), his sister-in-
lawwhosesonheeventuallygains 
custody of. 
Copyt1ght IW1 Columba Pktul'ft 
Beethoven (Gary Oldman) performs before the Vienna society in Immortal Beloved, a Columbia 
As more than 10,000 people 
surround the funeral procession, 
you can almost feel the variation 
in mood throughout the crowd. 
Now the legendary composer is 
gone, with nothing left behind but 
his music. The mystique sur-
rounding the life of Beethoven is 
Oldman plays the dark 
Beethoven to perfection. He is one 
of the few actors in Hollywood to-
day with such versatility. This is 
the second time in his career 
which Oldman has played his au-
tobiographical character to per-
fection. The first was his portrayal 
Pictures release. 
of Sid Vicious in Sid and Nancy. 
And now, Beethoven. While 
watching him portray Beethoven, 
you feel like you are actually 
watching the musical genius. 
One of the most gripping 
scenes occurs when Beethoven 
lays his head on the top of the pi-
ano to feel the vibration running 
through his deaf world. 
His world of deaf ness is 
brought into understanding 
when, during one of hts perfor-
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mances, you enter his world where 
all he can hear is the sound of a 
train blaring in his head. 
Beethoven's music is the key to 
this film, outside of the brilliant 
performance by Oldman . The 
music captures the loneliness and 
angerwhich filled the mysterious 
composer's life. 
Them usic is led by the London 
Orchestra and conducted by 
George Sol ti. The soundtrack a !so 
features Murray Perah ia, Yr:r YoM a, 
Bryn Terfel , and Emannuelle Ax, 
featuring selections from some of 
Beethoven's most well known 
compositions. 
Immortal Beloved deserves 
consideration for film of the year. 
Oldman should definitely be con-
sidered for Best Actor at this year's 
Academy Award . 
Oldmancannowbementioned 
in the same sentence as DeNiro 
and Pacino. Immortal Beloved is a 
must-see film . 
Special 
A beautiful bouquet of larg• round and 
heart shaped helium filled balloons 
attached to a cuddly, soft plush animal, 
pr-ented to that speclalt ;;; on 
February 14.11 
$29.95"* 
Incredible Balloons "11111 691- 0616 
*Plus tax. Free 
10% discount on deliveries to the 
JCU Campus. Just mention you saw 
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To the average listener, radio 
personalities seem like random, 
isolated "voices" emanating from 
thin air. But there are actually 
people behind those "voices." 
Lisa Coyne is one such "voice" 
on the radio. She has been a disc 
jockey fort he past three years and 
is now the station manager at 
WUJC,88.7 FM,John Carroll Uni-
versity Radio. Her show airs 
Wed nesday afternoons from 2 to 
4 p.m. 
As Station Manager Coyne has 
many responsibilities from mak-
ing sure the Djs follow Federal 
Communications Commission 
rules to being responsible for the 
day today activities of the station. 
She has worked hard to improve 
the station and has performed her 
duties with enthusiasm. "Lisa is 
one of the most energetic Station 
Managers we've had in sometime.• 
relates Mr. David Reese, the Fac-
ulty Advisor to WUJC. 
Coyne offerssomehel pful hints 
to anyone interested in possibly 
becoming a Dj. "lt's very impor-
tant to see thi ngs from the 
audience's perspective." relates 
Coy ne. Establishing a connection 
with the aud ience isjustoneof the 
keys to success on the air. She also 
says that, "Being confident is im-
portant, but you can't step over 
the line and be cocky." 
Coyne adds that you can't be 
afraid to be yo urself and to do 
whatever makes you happy on the 
air. She believes that this lesson 
FEATI.RES The Carroll News, February 2, 1995 
Wellness intern concerned for others 
S....y 
Lis a Coyne oversees WUJC. 
holds true ior her entire college 
experience, which has been very 




You're in a danger of failing a 
class. Your boyfriend or girlfriend 
just broke up with you. You're 
confused about religion . it seems 
there is no one to talk to that un-
derstands these complicated is-
sues. 
Frank Lariccia could be the 
person to help sort through your 
problems. Lariccia is an intern 
with the Wellness Program at 
j ohn Carroll University. His of-
fice is located in Mur phy Hall, 
room 269. 
john R. Thorne 
In the fall, one can find Coyne, 
a three year letter winner, practic-
ing on the soccer field . The weeki y 
television show The john Carroll 
News has also benefited from 
Coyne's participation. Coyne has 
also worked with the Big Brother I 
Big Sister Programs atjCU. 
The program, which has ex· 
isted sincel992, may sound like a 
physical fitness program. "It's a 
wholistic approach to wellness," 
said Lariccia. There are six com-
ponents to wellness: physical, 
emotional, intellectual, occupa-
tional, social, and spir itual. lt is 
important for an individual to be 
healthy in all of these areas. 
Lariccia is from the Cleve land area and is now an intern at JCU. 
Off cam pus, Coyne has served 
as The Day Camp Director at a 
local YMCA for the lasttwoyears. 
The lessons Coyne takes from her 
time at the YMCA have benefited 
her in every part of her life. 
Coyne is attending JCU with 
the help of an Army ROTC Schol-
arship. After college she must 
serve in the Army for a period of 
time, but she is not worried. "1 
believe the Armycanopen a lot of 
doors," Coyne said. 
When her term is served she 
would like to go into the produc-
tion of broadcast media but would 
also jump at the chance robe aDJ. 
Whatever road she fi nds herself 
on she is not worried. "When I set 
my mind on something, I get it 
done. Even if I don't like it." 
"l believe in it [the program]," 
said Lariccia, w ho completed his 
undergraduatestud iesat the Uni-
versity of Rochester in 1992. He is 
current! y a graduate student at 
JCU in the Counsel and Human 
Services Program. His original 
plans were to attend law school, 
but then Lariccia, a native of the 
Cleveland area, heard about the 
internship through his counselor 
at the University of Rochester. 
Being on the same level as the 
students is important in order to 
relate to them. Accord ing to 
Lariccia, he believes he can un-
derstand what students a re going 
th rough because it was not long 
ago when he was in their shoes .. 
While pursuing his under-
graduate degree in English, 
Lariccia sa id he went through 
some difficult times. A breakup 
with a girlfriend caused him to be 
depressed, and he felt alone. "I 
found it especially diffic ult as a 
male to turn to others to talk to," 
said Lariccia. He believes if there 
had been some type of wellness 
progra m when he was in school, it 
would have made college lifeeasier. 
The program is aimed towards 
freshmen, but Lariccia encourages 
any student who is having prob-
lems to seek help with one of the 
three well ness counselors. 
His internship will probably be 
completed in May. However, 
Lariccia might stay with the 
well ness program after his time at 
JCU is up. 
Lariccia said he would refer a 
student for additional help if the 
student's problem needed more at-
tention tha n he could offer. Ge t-
ting help for a student is a top pri-
r----------------------------------------------, 
MACARONIAUFROMAGE 
(EAT WITH GUSlO FOR ABOUT 51~ PER SERVING.) 
2 cups macar oni (pinwheels are fun) 1 cup milk 
1 cup sharp cheddar (grated) 3 tbs flour 
1/2 stick butter 1 tsp pepper 
1 tsp Worcestershire (if you like) 1 tsp salt 
Cook macaroni in 5 cups salted , boi ling wa ter f or 15 
minutes or until al dente. Drain. In a separate pot , mel t 
butter and mix i n flour over low heat. Then, stir in milk 
until smooth. Add cheese, salt, pepper and Wor cestershire. 
Stir wel l. Smother macaroni. Serves 4 . 
Note: For your nutrit i onal convenience , Citibank 
Classic cards are accept ed a t over 12 million 
locations, inc luding grocery stores . 
or ity for Lariccia. "It's diffic ult to 
give th em a quick fi x," sa id 
Lariccia. Instead of one session 
withstudents,heencouragesthem 
to come on a sem i-regular basis if 
they are having difficulties. 
In addition to cou nseli ng stu-
dents, Lariccia a nd the wellness 
interns tr y to reach studen ts in 
other ways. "We do wellness pre-
sentations as well," Lariccia said. 
For example, the well ness interns 
gave a presentation on AIDS and 
Hl V 
Lariccia believes he has made 
progress with the students who 
have asked for his assista nce. "So 
far, I've only seen a handful of stu-
dents," said Lariccia . Students 
have sought out Lariccia's help for 
a wide variety of problems, from 
stress to irregular sleeping. He 
wants students to become com-
fortable with the changes in their 
lives. "It's important how you feel 
about yourself," said Lar iccia. 
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Country crowd a friendly bunch 
Students head for popular saloon Staff taking dance lessons in gym 
Staff Reporter 
The John Carroll Umversity Alumni 
Office looks like business as usual. There 
are people working at their desks or bus-
tling around the office, and students, of 
course, are stuffing envelopes. 
But, as soon as the noon hour htts, JCU's 
"Best All Around Boot-Scootin' Boogier" 
takes a break from her day and, for a brief 
moment, the varsity gym becomes a coun-
try line dancing hall. 
She's got the music, and she's got the 
dances. And, she's got a whole following of 
JCU administration and faculty members. 
Donna Napoli of the Alumni Office bas 
enjoyed country line dancing for the last 
two years and has recently brought this 
latest craze toJCU. "It's an activity that 
never gets boring, and even if you can't 
do it, it's fun to learn," said Napoli. 
What began as just the two of them 
gradually turned into a small group, and 
then into a larger group. Curious spectators 
would try itfor a day, and soon be coming 
regularly. They even began putting flyers 
in campus mail inviung people to come 
The group consists of faculty and staff 
women from variousdepartmentsthrough-
out thejCU community from the Graselli 
Library to the Career Services Center. 
Presently, there are no men m the group, 
but mJiny have expressed an interest in 
dancing. Napoli hopes that the men will 
give it a chance because she believes it is 
something that everyone can enjoy. 
"We're even trying to pull Father Richie 
(Salmi) into it," said Napoli . "I've heard he's 
a hot stepper." 
Napoli and Simmons teach any new 
steps they learned over the weekend, and 
the group goes through about seven or eigh t 
dances per session. "This dancing is for 
anyone who loves music and rhythm Not 
only is it fun, but it's great exercise," said 
Simmons. 
is not your or-
d ina r y da nce ~ ... 
clubandbar. It's 'IIV 
more like a ~ o 
Two years ago, Napoli and her hus-
band were looking for something dif-
feren ttodo. They dec ided to take ball-
room da ncing lessons, and on the 
weekends in between, they learned 
countr y linedanci ngat the same place. 
They were soon taking line dancing 
lessonsduring the week and goingdanc-
ingon the weekends for fun. Thei rfavor-
ite place is The Wild West Cafe, a fairly 
new establishment in Kirt land, Ohio. It is 
joan Brosius of the Alumni Office be-
lieves the people who dance share a com-
mon ground. "We all seem to be women of 
the60'sgenerauon who love m ustca ndlove 
to dance. Many can't do aerobics because of 
bad knees and backs," said Brosius, "and 
this seems to be the aerob1c alterna tive for 
the 60's generation." 
dancehall fullof ~A 
fun loving cow- \iii~!'. o 
boys and cowgirls. ':A 
junior Becky Ers te ....,.0 ~ sa id,"Atfirst I thought ~ l wasatacostumeparty!" ~ ft.~ 
There's an a tmosphere V AI o-41 m u -
full of friendlinessandfun. The '•¥~1.1 0 sic video 
Boot Scoot 1s spac1ous enough to stations. 
accommodate klut zes and fi rst t ime 8' '"'"'""'cKilll p Pearl Pullman, 
dancers. The folks there are nice enough to a writer for Cleveland Country Magaz.ine. 
Slep asi an gi · · ou · ountcy t a 
stead of cursing you for stepping on their local bar in Streetsboro. Five years later, 
polished boots. "When you want to learn she's teaching others at the Boot Scoot'n 
how to dance," Sophomore jim Grant said, Saloon. She offered some insight on why 
"People help you out and lead you." peoplearesoattracted to country linedanc-
There is one exception to this r ule, ing. "There's no exercise that lets you feel 
though, as I was told by Erste. If you're out less li ke you're work ing,' Pullman sa id. 
on the dance floor, you bet ter shuffle those "Also, the dances offer a challenge in 
feet because two of Becky's friends who memorizing the steps, but men especially 
didn't got "booted" off the floor! feel more comfortable because the dances 
Dan a nd BarbToberandRogerandKrissi dictate the moves," she added. Some of the 
Martin (the Tobers' daughter)firstopened a dances done of ten at the Boot Scoot are the 
smaller version of the Boot Scoot in Tush Push, the Electric Slide, and the Barn 
Brunswick in 1992. However, with the rapid Dance where the males line up in a circle 
rise of country music, Barb said, "We out- within a circle of females and then take 
grew ir. on the first day." turns dancing with each of them. 
So, in August of 1993, the Tobers and Junior jason' McMinn said that he 
Martins bought the former Akron Agora , thought the best parts of his trips to the 
and on September 22, they opened the cur- Boot Scoot'n Saloon were the dances. He fel t 
rent Boot Scoot'n Saloon. it was a challenge trying to learn the vari-
Somecriticssaid thefamilies were jump- ous moves in each of the dances. 
ingon the bandwagon when they made the You really don't even need to own a pair 
move, but the Boot Scoot tied with another of boots to have a good time at the Boot 
club for the number one country club in Scoot. Many of thestudentswhoattend the 
Northeast Ohio by the readers of Scene BootScoot'scollegenighteveryWednesday 
magazine in 1993. By the 1994 poll, the Boot say they didn't even listen 
a renovated old grocery store with a huge 
da nce floor that caters to all age groups. 
"There you find everyone from young 




ing in your 
beer ' music 
ny or , 
said Napoli. 
"It crosses over 
every age 
group." 
"It's fun to 
wa tch the 
young people 
b e cause 
they're so en-
ergetic, and 
the old people 
are very grace-
ful" said 
Li ne dancing is such a great way to get in 
shape that it has been worked into thejCU 
Napoli. "Ev- .JCU staff members get fit to a country beat. 
erybody 
watches each other's feet, and if you can't 
figure out the steps, people are always will-
ing to help you learn." 
Soon Marty "San Antonio" Simmons, Fa-
ther Salmi's secretary, and her husband be-
gan to join the Napolis at the Wild West 
Cafe. Theyenjoyed itsomuch that Simmons 
and Napoli began to practice during their 
lunch hour in the varsity gym. 
Wellness Program as an aerobic activity. 
The afternoon dancelessonsare open to 
anyone who wishes to pull out a pair of 
boots (or even an old pair of sneakers) and 
learn. "Whether you're a student or a fac-
ulty member, and you love music and love 
to dance,' said Simmons, 'this is a great way 
to get some exercise and really enjoy your-
self doing it." 
Scoot took sole possession of first place and to country music before 
the other club went out of business. Barb their first trip. Erste said 
said that on a normal night, folks from five she first went to the Boot 
different counties, ages 18 to 80, will come Scoot " ... out of curiosity, 
to see the bands and get in on the country just to say I had tried it." 
EMPLOYER CAREER NIGHT 
line dancing. Erste and her friends are 
The Boot Scoo t boasts a 4,500squarefoot vi rtual regulars nowatthe 
dance floor, a $20,000 sound system, pool Boot Scoot. 
tables, and plenty of tables to sit down at Sophomore Steve 
with your friends and catch your breath Potashnik al so said he 
between dances. didn 't listen to country 
lnaddition,Rogersaid that,"People know music before going coun-
when they come here, they're going to hear try line dancing. "!wasn't 
a good ba nd." In the past few years, the Boot sure how I was going tofit 
Scoot has hostedsuch nationalactsasMarty in at the Boot Scoot, but l 
Stuart, Doug Stone, and Merle Haggard had agood time once lgot 
while freque ntly fea turing popular local there," Postashnik said. 
acts like Breeze a nd Dark Horse. !he people really made 
Many former rock bands have tried to me feel comfortable" 
take advantage of the growing 
country music scene by donning 
boots and hats and learning a few 
Garth Brooks songs. However, 
"You can tell a Rock n' Roll band 
with cowboy hatson,"Rogersays, 
"It takes more talent to play in a 
PREGNANT? NEED HELP? 
BeALL BIRTHRIGHl 
LAKEWOOD CLEVELAND PARMA 
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To the average listener, radio 
personalities seem like random, 
isolated ~voices" emanating from 
thin air. But there are actually 
people behind those "voices." 
Lisa Coyne is one such "voice" 
on the radio. She has been a disc 
jockey fort he past three years and 
is now the station manager at 
WUJC,88.7 FM,John Carroll Uni-
versity Radio. Her show airs 
Wednesday afternoons from 2 to 
4p.m. 
As Station Manager Coyne has 
many responsibilities from mak-
ing sure the Djs follow Federal 
Communications Commission 
rules to being responsible for the 
day to day activities of the station. 
She has worked hard to improve 
the station and has performed her 
duties with enrh usiasm. "Lisa is 
one of the most energetic Station 
Managers we've had in sometime." 
relates Mr. David Reese, the Fac-
ult y Advisor to WUJC 
Coyneofferssomehelpfulhints 
to anyone interested in possibly 
becoming a OJ "It 's very impor-
tant to see things from the 
audience's perspective." relates 
Coyne. Establishing a connect ion 
with the audience is just one of the 
keystosuccessontheair. Shealso 
says that, "Being confident is im-
portant, but you can't step over 
the line a nd be cocky." 
Coyne adds that you can't be 
afraid to be yourself and to do 
whatever makes you happy on the 
air. She believes that this lesson 
FEATlRES The Carroll News, February 2, 1995 
Wellness intern concerned for others 
~yZLlu 
Lisa Coyne oversees WU.JC. 
holds true for her entire college 
experience, which has been very 
busy with many other 
ex tracuricular activ ities. 
Klmyette Finley 
Staff Reporter 
You're in a danger of failing a 
class. Your boyfriend or girlfriend 
just broke up with you. You're 
confused about religion. It seems 
there is no one to talk to that un-
derstands these complicated is-
sues. 
Frank Lariccia could be the 
person to help sort through your 
problems. Lariccia is an intern 
with the Wellness Program at 
john Carroll University. His of-
fice is located in Murphy Hall, 
room269. 
\ 
JOO n R ThorM 
In the fall , one can find Coyne, 
a three year letter winner, practic-
ing on the soccer field . The weekly 
television show The john Carroll 
News has also benefited from 
Coyne's participation. Coyne has 
also worked with the Big Brother I 
Big Sister Programs atJCU. 
The program, which has ex-
isted since 1992, may sound like a 
physical fimess program. "It 's a 
wholistic approach to wellness," 
said Lariccia. There are six com-
ponents to wellness: physical , 
emotional, intellectual, occupa-
tional, social, and spiritual. It is 
important for an individ ual to be 
healthy in all of these areas. 
Lariccia is from the Cleveland area and is now an intern at JCU. 
Off campus, Coyne has served 
as The Day Camp Di rector at a 
loca l YMCA for the last two years. 
The lessons Coyne takes from her 
time at the YMCA have benefited 
her in every part of her life. 
Coyne is attending JCU with 
the help of an Army ROTCSchol-
arshi p. After college she must 
serve in the Army for a period of 
time, but she is not worried. "I 
believe the Army can open a lot of 
doors," Coyne said. 
When her term is served she 
would like to go into the produc-
tion of broadcast media but would 
also jump at the chance to be a OJ 
Whatever road she finds herself 
on she is not worried. "When I set 
my mind on someth ing, I get it 
done. Even if I don'tlike it." 
"! believe in it [the program]," 
said Lariccia, who completed his 
undergraduate studies at the Uni-
versityof Rochester in 1992. He is 
currently a grad uate student at 
JCU in the Counsel and Human 
Services Program. His original 
plans were to attend law school, 
but then Lariccia, a native of the 
Cleveland area, heard about the 
internship th rough his counselor 
at the Uni versity of Rochester. 
Bei ng on the same level as the 
students is important in order to 
relate to them. Accord ing to 
Lariccia, he believes he can un-
derstand what students are going 
through because it was not long 
ago when he was in their shoes .. 
While pursuing his unde r-
graduate degree in Engli sh, 
Lariccia said he went through 
some difficult times. A breakup 
with a girlfriend caused him to be 
depressed, and he felt alone. "! 
found it especially difficult as a 
male to turn to others to talk to," 
sa id Lar iccia. He believes if there 
had been some type of wellness 
p rogram w hen he was in school , it 
would have made college life easier. 
The program is aimed towards 
freshmen, but Lariccia encourages 
any student who is having prob-
lems to seek help with one of the 
three wellness counselors. 
His internship will probably be 
completed in May. However, 
La riccia might stay with the 
wellnessprogramafter h is time at 
JCU is up. 
Lariccia said he would refer a 
student for add itional help if the 
student's problem needed more at-
tention than he could offer. Get-












(EAT WITH GUSTO FOR ABOUT 51¢ PER SERVING.) 
2 cups macaroni (pi nwheels are fun) 
1 cup s harp cheddar (grated) 
1/ 2 stick butter 
1 tsp worcestershire (if you l ike) 
1 cup milk 
3 tbs flour 
1 tsp pepper 
1 tsp salt 
Cook macaroni in 5 cups sal ted , boiling water for 15 
minutes or until al dente. Drain. In a separate pot, mel t 
butter and mix in flour over low heat . Then, s t ir i n milk 
unti l smooth . Add cheese, salt , pepper and Wor cest ershire. 
Stir well . Smother macaroni. Serves 4 . 
Note: For your nutri t ional conveni ence, Cit i bank 
Class ic cards are accepted at over 12 mill i on 
locations , i ncludi ng grocery stores. 
ori ty for Lar iccia. "It's di fficult to 
give th em a q uick fi x," said 
Lariccia. Instead of one session 
with students,heencourages them 
to come on a semi-regular basis if 
they are having diffic ulties. 
In addit ion to counseli ng stu · 
dents, Lariccia and the wellness 
interns try to reach students in 
other ways. "We do wellness pre-
sentations as well ," Lariccia said. 
For example, the well ness interns 
gave a presentation on AIDS and 
1-IIV: 
Lariccia believes he has made 
progress wi th the students w ho 
have asked for his assistance. "So 
far, l'veonlyseena handful of stu· 
dents ," sa id La riccia. Students 
have sough tout Lariccia's help for 
a wide variety of problems, from 
stress to irregular sleeping. He 
wants students to become com-
fortable with the changes in thei r 
lives. "It's important how you feel 
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Country crowd a friendly bunch 
Students head for popular saloon Staff taking dance lessons in gym 
Eric Embacher country band. There are more complex Mar aret Znldarslc: 
Features Ed itor instruments (such as the violin and steel 
!was excited whensomefriendsof mine pedalguitar)and you can't turn up country 
at john Carroll University told me what a to cover imperfections." 
great time they had at a place called The Roger said that country line dancing is 
Boot Scoot'n Saloon. Exci ted , but not sur- the engine driving country music 's recent 
prised. media blitz. Country dancing used to in-
This hoedown heaven is only a short volve a lot of two stepping, but today's mu-
jaun t from my home in Akron and I had sic is geared toward dancers with chorea-
been there a few times over the summer. graphed numbers as 
Needless to say, I had a boot stomp- llS ll shown on 
inggoodtime. ~ rA#~ coun-
The Boot Scoot'n Saloon 4l, # ~ try 
is on State Road in ~~~' A_ 
Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio, ' ' V 
and itsna meisbased ,~ .. 
la rge r coun try 
Staff Reporter 
The john Carroll University Alumni 
Office looks like business as usual. There 
are people working at their desks or bus-
tli ng around the office, and students, of 
course, are stuffing envelopes. 
But, as soon as the noon hour hits, JCU's 
"Best All Around Boot·Scootin' Boogier" 
takes a break from her day and, for a brief 
moment, the varsity gym becomes a coun-
try line dancing hall. 
She's got the music, and she's got the 
dances. And, she's got a wholefollowmgof 
JCU administration and faculty members. 
Donna Napoli of the Alumni Office has 
enjoyed country line dancing for the last on the fact that in V"' f':.,..~ 
markets, such as ~ 
Texas, "boot I·· n 
scoot'n"iswhat i':'f ~ 
two years and has recently brought this 
la test craze tojCU. "It's an activity that 
never gets boring, and even if you can't 
do it, it's fun to learn," said Napoli. 
co untr y line ... ... 
danc ing is ... .. 
called. ~ 
The Boot *A II" 
Scoot'n Saloon V# 
is not your or-
dina r y da nce ~ 
cluband ba r. It's 
more li ke a ~ 
dancehallfullof -:--~ 
Two years ago, Napoli and her hus-
band were looking for somethi ng dif-
feremtodo. They decided to take ball-
room da ncing lessons, and on the 
weekends in betwee n, they learned 
coum ry linedancingat the same place. 
CD 
0 
They were soo n taking line dancing 
lessonsd uring the week and going danc-
ing on the weekends for fun . Their favor-
ite place is The Wild West Cafe, a fa irly 
new establishment in Kirtland, Ohio. !t is 
a renovated old grocery store with a huge 
fun lov ing cow- ~ o 
boys and cowgirls. ~41. 
Jun ior Becky Erste ~0 ~ said," At first 1 thought 1f1!!... l wasatacos tumepartyl" ~ ft.'Wifil 
There 's an atmosphere V AI o~ 41 
full of friendliness and fun The '•Y.I! 0 
Boot Scoot is spac1ous enough to 
accommoda te klutzes and first t ime 
dancers. The folks there are nice enough to 
m u -
sic v1 deo 
step asid · · · 
stead of cursing you for stepping on their 
polished boots. "When you want to learn 
how to dance," SophomoreJ im Grant sa id , 
"People help you out and lead you." 
There is one exception to this rule, 
though, as I was told by Erste. If you're out 
on the dance floor, you better shuffle those 
feet because two of Becky's friends who 
didn't got "booted" off the floor! 
stations. 
BnondonM<Kil llp Pearl Pullman, 
a writer for Cleveland Country Magazine. 
ou · coy t 
local bar in Streetsboro. Five years later, 
she 's teaching others at the Boot Scoot'n 
Saloon. She offered some insight on wh y 
peoplearesoatt racted to country line danc-
ing. "There's no exercise that lets you feel 
less like you're working,' Pullman said. 
dance floor that caters to a ll age groups. 
"There you find everyone from young 




ing in your 
beer' music 
y or , 
said Napoli. 
"ltcrossesover 
eve ry age 
group.' 
"It's fun to 
wa tch the 
young people 
b ec aus e 
they're so en-
ergetic , and 
the old people 
are very grace-
[ ul" said 
What began as just the two of them 
gradually turned into a small group, and 
then into a larger group. Curious spectators 
would tr y it for a day, and soon be commg 
regularly. They even began putting flyers 
in campus mail inviting people to come. 
The group consists of faculty and staff 
women from various departments through-
out theJCU community from the Graselli 
Library to the Career Services Center. 
Presently, there are no men in the group, 
but many have expressed an interest in 
dancing. Napoli hopes that the men will 
give it a chance because she believes u is 
something that everyone can enjoy. 
"We're even trying to pull Father Richie 
(Salmi) into it," said Napoli . "I've heard he's 
a hot stepper." 
Napoli and Simmons teach any new 
steps they learned over the weekend, and 
the group goes throug h about seven or eight 
dances per session. "This dancing is for 
anyone who loves music and rhythm. Not 
only is it fun, but it's great exercise." said 
Simmons. 
Joan Brosius of the Alumni Office be-
lieves the people who dance share a com-
mon ground. "We all seem to be women of 
the 60's generation who love music a nd love 
to dance. Manycan'tdoaerobics because of 
bad knees and backs," said Brosius, 'and 
th is seems to be the aerobic alternative for 
the 60's generation." 
Line dancing is such a great waytoget in 
shape that it has been worked into theJCU 
Dan and Barb Tober and Roger and Krissi 
Martin (the Tobers' daughter)first opened a 
smaller version of the Boot Scoot in 
Brunswick in I 992. However, with the rapid 
rise of country music, Barb said , "We out-
grew it on the first day.• 
"Also, the dances offer a challenge in 
memorizing the steps, but men especially 
feel more comfortable because the dances 
dictate the moves," she added. Some of the 
dances done often at the Boot Scoot are the 
Tush Push, the Electric Slide, and the Barn 
Dance where the males line up in a circle 
within a circle of females and then take 
turns dancing with each of them. 
Napoli. "Ev- .JCU staff members get fit to a country beat. 
erybody 
So, in August of 1993, the Tobers and 
Martins bought the former Akron Agora, 
and on September 22, they opened the cur-
rent Boot Scoot'n Saloon. 
Junior Jason' McMinn said that he 
thought the best parts of his trips to the 
BootScoot'nSaloon were the dances. Hefelt 
it was a challenge trying to learn the vari-
ous moves in each of the dances. 
You really don't even need to own a pair 
of boots to have a good time at the Boot 
Scoot Many of thestudentswhoattend the 
Boot Scoot's college night every Wednesday 
saytheydidn'teven listen 
watches each other's feet, and if you can't 
figure out the steps, people are always will-
ing to help you learn." 
Soon Marty"SanAntonio"Simmons,Fa-
ther Salmi's secretary, and her husband be-
gan to join the Napolis at the Wild West 
Cafe. TheyenjoyeditsomuchthatSimmons 
and Napoli began to practice during their 
lunch hour in the varsity gym. 
Wellness Program as an aerobic activity. 
The afternoon dance lessons a reopen to 
anyone who wishes to pull out a pair of 
boots (or even an old pair of sneakers) and 
learn. 'Whether you're a student or a fac-
ulty member, and you love music and love 
todance,'saidSimmons, 'this is a great way 
to get some exercise and really enjoy your-
seU doing it" 
Somecriticssaid the families were jump-
ing on the bandwagon when they made the 
move, but the Boot Scoot tied with another 
club for the number one country club in 
Northeast Ohio by the readers of Scene 
magazine in !993. By the l994poll, the Boot 
Scoot took sole possession of first place and 
the other club went out of business. Barb 
said that on a normal night, folks from five 
different counties, ages 18 to 80, will come 
to see the bands and get in on the country 
to country music before 
their first trip. Erste said 
she first went to the Boot 
Scoot " . . . out of curiosity, 
just to say I had tried it." 
EMPLOYER CAREER NIGHT 
line dancing. 
The Boot Scoot boasts a 4,500 squarefoot 
dance floor, a $20,000 sound system, pool 
tables, and plenty of tables to sit down at 
with your friends and ca tch your breath 
between dances. 
lnaddi tion,Roger saidthat,"People know 
when they come here, they're going to hear 
a good band." In the past few years, the Boot 
Scoot has hosted such national acts as Marty 
Stuart, Doug Stone, and Merle Haggard 
while frequent ly featuring popular local 
acts like Breeze and Dark Horse. 
Many former rock bands have tried to 
Erste and her friend s are 
virtual regulars now at Lhe 
Boot Scoot. 
Soph om ore Steve 
Potashnik also said he 
didn't li sten to country 
music before going coun-
try line dancing. "!wasn't 
sure how I was going tofi t 
in at the Boot Scoot, but I 
had a good timeoncel got 
there," Postashnik said. 
'The people reall y made 
me feel comfortable." 
take advantage of the growing ...-P-R_E_G_N_A_N_T-:?-N~E~ED=--H-E-LP-?~ 
country music scene by donning 
boots and hats and learning a few IJ CAU.. BIRTHRIGHfl 
Garth Brooks songs. However, U 
"You can tell a Rock n' Roll band LAKEWOOD CLEVELAND PARMA 
withcowboyhatson,"Rogersays, 228-5998 486-2800 661-6400 
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LSC CONFERENCE ROOM 
RECPLEX 
EVERYONE'S INVITED 
10 WORLD VIEW The Carroll News, February 2, 1995 
From around the nation ... 
In a victory for WWU veterans, the Smithsonian Institute 
scrapped plans tocommem~te the first use of the atomic bomb 
with an exhibit that criticized the United States as heartless ag-
gressorsagainstjapan. The museum had planned to use the Enola 
Gay. the B-29 Superfortress that carried the ~mb as the central 
attraction in a display portraying the devastauon of two Japanese 
cities at the end of World War II. In its place, the museum Will 
display the Enola Gay along with a video presentation of the crew's 
recollections. 
The Rhine River swelled to record levels and 18,000 people 
evacuated their home!> as rainfall continued to flood Western Eu-
rope More than 20 people have died since the rains began last 
week. Large areas of France, Germany. Belgium, the Netherlands, 
Luxembourg, and England remain underwater. 
Researchers have discovered the cause of some previously un-
eKplainable cases of mental retarda tion-genetlc flawssosmall that 
they usually escaped detection. Eventually, scientisls hope to 
identify the genes affected by the flaws. a first step towards treat-
mem for mental retardation. Most cases of retardation have no 
known cause. Peso gains from word of rescue package 
Burget ShunjuCo.,oneofjapan:S most respected firms, said this 
week that it would Immediately cease publication of Marco Polo, a 
200.000 circulation monthly news and opinion mag~zine, in re-
sponse to furious worldwide criticism over a report enutled "There 
were No Nazi 'Gas Chambers.· The publisher apologized, recalled 
the issue In which the report appeared, and then shut down the 
magazine. 
Figured Facts 
How rna ny people are on welfare? In 1970 3.6% of the U.S. popu· 
Ia non wererecipients. lnl980, that numberwas45percent Byl993 
that number went up to S5percent 
The mortahty rate of a wbitell r,ear-olds:l.l pt! 1,000. For white 
Juanita Darling 
10 1995, Los Angeles Times 
MEXICO CITY- Mexico's 
economy reached the edge of di-
saster Tuesday and then took a 
gianrstepback towardnormalcy 
as stock markets and the peso 
rebounded dra rna tic ally on 
news of a $49.8 billion interna-
tional loan package, fortified by 
$35 billion in new credits. The 
sagging stock exchange index 
soared more than 10 percent for 
its biggest one-day gain in seven 
years, and the peso gained 55 
centavos to close at 5.80 after 
traders learned the new 
Congress. "Most of the losses of the 
past three weeks have been recov-
ered in two hours," said Damian 
Frazier, an analyst in the Barings 
Securities office here. just how 
quickly thesituationchanged -and 
how close Mexico came to collapse 
-was evident in Tuesday's regular 
scheduled government bond auc-
tion. Bids placed overnight for dol-
lar-backed bonds called 
'tesobonos' had been at interest 
rates as high as 40 percent, a clear 
sign that investors feared the gov-
ernment was about to default. 
But once the rescue package was 
unveiled here and in Washington, 
al nk oHicials - who last 
Student Activities presents 
averaging 26.99 percent- dearly 
considered the offers too high. 
They declared the auction void, 
rejecting all bids." Yesrerday, 
people thought the world was 
coming to an end," said Brian 
Barish, an analyst at Lazard 
Freres. " It was pretty clear that 
Mexico would have to default 
without the (aid) package.There 
has been a large change in the 
environment ." The new aid pack-
age cobbled together by Clinton 
wasacombinationof credit lines 
from the U.S. government, the In-
ternational Monetary Fund and 
the Bank for International Settle-
ments. No approval is needed 
rom ongress. 
JESUS CHRIST SUPERSTA 
Sunday, February 5, 7 p.m. 
at the 
Playhouse Square 
• Tickets can be purchased in the Student Life Office 
for a discounted price of $50 per two tickets. 
• Limited number of tickets so act quickly! 
• Free bus transportation will alsc 
be provided leaving the Belvoir 
parking lot at 5:45 p.m. 
WELCOME BACK FROM STUDENT ACTIVITIES 
The Carroll News, February 2, 1995 WORLD VIEW 11 
U.S. Troops prepare for Cuban Moving Day Chechnyan 
Update Douglas Farah <01995, The Washington Post 
CAMP 4, Panama- Preparing 
to embark on a sensitive and po-
tentially hazardous operation to 
transfer 7,500 Cuban refugees 
tern pora ril y housed here to a U.S. 
base in Cuba this week, American 
soldiers are rehearsing ways to 
combat riots, arson, escapes. even 
suicide attempts. 
Special hostage rescue teams 
have been brought here in case 
Cubans take soldiers hostage as 
groups of 500 refugees are trans-
ferred from four camps along the 
Panama Canal to Howard Air Base 
outside Panama City for flights to 
the U.S. Guantanamo Bay Naval 
Base insouthernCuba. Guard tow-
ers are springing up all along the 
road to Howard, and soldiers of 
the 82nd and lOlst airborne divi-
sions are patrolling the route' 
The idea that U.S. planners 
most want to avoid taking shape is 
arepeatof rioting early last month 
in three of the four Cuban camps 
here. More than 200 American 
soldiers were injured, as opposed 
to only about 30 rioters. 
They were among the 8,800 
refugees sent to Panama in Sep-
tember out of more than 30,000 
Cubans who headed for U.S. shores 
by raft starting last August and 
were intercepted by the U.S. Coast 
Guard, then interned at the 
Gua mana mo Bay base. 
Panama set a looming March 3 
deadline for closing the specially 
builtcampshere. Allrefugeeswill 
be returned toGuantanamo by the 
end of February. The United States 
says the Cubans will be put up in 
houses with electricity m 
Guantanamo - an improvement 
over the tents along the airstrip in 
which the rafters initially were 
housed. US officials took 12 Cu-
bans from the camps here to tour 
the new facilities in Guantanamo, 
then returned the group to Panama 
10 spread word of the improve-
ments. 
The United States has granted 
visas to only about 1,000 of the 
Cubans in Panama -women, chil-
dren, old people and chronically 
illadmitted provisionall y as a hu-
manitarian gesture. The others, ac-
cording to a policy set by the 
Clinton administration, must re-
turn to Cuba and apply for visas, 
or remain in Guantanamo. 
Bitter and angry after five 
months in limbo, struggling to 
makesense of their situation, the 
refugees were quick to believe 
rumorssweeping the camps this 
weekend. 
Among them: a secret base has 
been built near Miami to 
receivethe thousands of refugees 
who will begin the process of 
beingrelocated from Panama this 
week; there is a mass suicide pact 
thatCubans will carry out if they 
are not admitted to the United 
States. 
The intensity of the rumors 
parallels the rise of the refugees' 
anxiety and uncertainty.just how 
tense things have gotten was evi-
dent during visits to the camps 
this weekend. 
Refugees, who largely view the 
idea of being sent toGuantanamo 
as a step toward being returned to 
Cuba, not a step toward asyl urn in 
the United States, demanded that 
a reporter confirm Panamanian 
media reports that they would all 
be allowed into the United States 
within two weeks. 
Told the Clinton administra-
tion had not adopted a new policy 
that would allow them quick en-
try into the United States, an an-
gry crowd began shouting and 
taunting the visitor, saymg he 
wanted to hide the truth from 
them 
Because the U.S. Army, which 
runs the camps, has tned to dis-
suade people from believing the 
rumors and generating false ex-
pectations, they also accused the 
soldiers of lying. 
The turning on the U.S. troops 
in December sharply altered the 
relationship between U.S. forces 
and the refugees. About 200 Cu-
bans remain in detention for di-
recting or participating in the ri-
ots. 
"When they came, and this was 
our real philosophy, we were to 
treat them as if they were our 
grandmothers arriving from Ellis 
Island," said Gen. Barry R. 
McCaffrey,commanderinchief of 
the U.S. Southern Command. 
"They were received with 
bands and banners and went into 
a system where they never saw a 
gun or a club. But that 
changed after December." 
U.S. troop strength around the 
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camps grew from 3,500 to 4,750, 
includingunitsfrom the82nd and 
IOlst airborne divisions, after the 
riots. 
The chain-link fences around 
the camps have been topped with 
barbed wire , and rolls of 
concertina wire provide a second 
barrier. Guard towers were built, 
manned by armed guards. 
While troops still mingle with 
Cubans in the camps, they carry 
wooden clubs. Troops stand out-
side the fence with full riot gear, 
including shot guns. 
McCaffrey and others stressed 
that they recogmzed that the vast 
majority of the Cubans in the 
camps did not participate in the 
riots or support the violence. But 
they are taking no chances for the 
transfer of the Cubans to 
Guantanamo. 
McCaffrey said he has issued 
rules of engagement to his troops, 
who have drilled on everything 
from passive resistance to at-
tempts to burn down the camps. 
While refugees complained 
about the food or medicalsupport, 
and said they wereangryabout the 
new security measures. few 
blamedthe U.S. troops for thetr 
misfortunes. 
"Weare very unhappy with the 
policy; a great rna ny people are 
very disappointed with the United 
States and Clinton," said Mario 
Crespo, a block leader. 
"But we have a good relation-
ship with the military. We under-
stand they just receive their or-
ders." 
ro rb~ only co~ 
Rad1o Smnon ThaT can 1;1ve 
you Lm BRoailcasTs! 
EveRy I'RIMY 10-12 Q.Ol. 
Richard Boudreaux 
C'J 1995, Los Angeles Times 
MOSCOW- A European 
fact-finding mission to 
Chechnya concluded Mon-
day that Russia is using "dis-
proportionate and indis-
criminate" military m1ghr 
against the tiny secessionist 
republic. It called for talks 
among all forces to arrange a 
cease-fire and r ree elections. 
The mam findmgs by rhe 
team of the 53-nation Orga-
niz.auon for Security Coop-
eration in Europe, the first 
such international mission 
of the 7 -week-old war, are 
sharply at odds wuh 
Moscow's version of reality 
and its policies in the Mus-
lim republic. But the head of 
the five-member team, 
Istvan Gyarmatiof Hungary, 
said he hopes his report will 
lead to cooperation between 
Moscow and the Vienna-
based body to carry our its 
proposals. He said both sides 
in Chechnya had already 
agreed to one thing: to let the 
International Committee of 
the Red Cross visit their pris-
oners. Europe has taken the 
lead in criticizing Russtan 
President Boris N. Yeltsin's 
campaign to crush 
Chechnya's )-year-old inde-
pendence bid. Last month, 
the European Union pro-
tested the war by delaying 
Russia's entry into a major 
of Europe In Strasbourg, 
France,heardanappealfrom 
Sergei A. Kovalev to delay 
Moscow's application to join 
that body until its armed 
forces cease hostilities in 
Chechnya. Gyarmati's report 
could reinforce the chill in 
Europe toward what had 
been a budding post-cold 
Waralliance.Butitstoneand 
content were mild by com-
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From around the nation •.• 
In a victory for WWII veterans, the Smithsonian lnstitute 
scrapped plans to commemorate the fli'St use of the atomic bomb 
with an exhibit that criticized the United Stares as heartless ag-
gressors against japan. The museum had planned rouse the Enola 
Gay, the B-29 Superfortress that carried the bomb as the central 
attraction in a display portraymg the devastation of two Japan~ 
cities at the end of World War II. In its place, the museum w111 
dlSplay the Enola Gay along with a video presentation of the crew's 
recollections. 
The Rhine River swelled to record levels and 18,000 people 
evacuated thetr home~ as rainfall continued to flood Western Eu-
rope. More than 20 people have died since the rains began last 
week. Large areas of France, Germany. Belgium, the Netherlands, 
Luxembourg, and England remain underwater. 
Researchers have discovered the cause of some previously tm-
explainable cases of menraherarda tim~-genetlc ~wssosmall that 
they usually escaped detection. Eventually, SCientists hope to 
identify the genes affected by the flaws, a first step towards treat-
ment for mental retardation. Most cases of retardation have no 
known cause. 
Peso gains from word of rescue package 
Burgei Sh unju Co., one of Japan's most respected firms, said this 
week that it would immediately cease publication of Marco Polo, a 
200.000 circulation monthly news and opinion mag~zine, in re-
sponse to furious worldwide criticism over a report enutled "There 
were No Naz.i 'Gas Chambers." The publisher apologiz.ed,recalled 




o 1995, Los Angeles Times 
MEXICO CITY- Mexico's 
economy reached the edge of di-
saster Tuesday and then took a 
giant step back toward normalcy 
as stock markets and the peso 
rebounded dramat ically on 
news of a $49.8 bill ion interna-
tional loan package, fortif ied by 
$35 billion in new credits. The 
sagging stock exchange index 
How many people are on welfare?1n 19703.6%of the U.S. popu- soared more than 10 percent for 
Iation were recipients. !nJ980, that number was4.5percent By1993 its biggest one-day gain in seven 
that number went up to S.Spercent years, and the peso gained 55 
centavos to close at 5.80 after 
Themortaliryrateofawhlte2lyear·olds;Llpt!l,OOO. For white traders learned the new 
.. ~J~~~~ ~~ 
Congress. "Most of the losses of the 
past three weeks have been recov-
ered in two hours," said Damian 
Frazier, an analyst in the Barings 
Securities office here. just how 
quickly the situation changed -and 
how close Mexico came to collapse 
-was evident in Tuesday's regular 
scheduled government bond auc-
tion . Bids placed overnight for dol-
lar-backed bonds called 
' tesobonos" had been at interest 
rates as high as 40 percent, a clear 
sign that investors feared the gov-
ernment was about to default. 
But once the rescue package was 
unveiled here and in Washingwn, 
n al bank officials - who last 
Student Activities presents 
averaging 26.99 percent- clearly 
considered the offers too high. 
They declared the auction void, 
rejecting all bids."Yesterday, 
people thought the world was 
coming to an end," said Brian 
Barish, an analyst at La zard 
Freres. " It was pretty clear that 
Mexico would have to default 
without the (aid) packageThere 
has been a large change in the 
environment." The new aid pack-
age cobbled wgether by Clinton 
wasacombinationof credit lines 
from the U.S. government, the In-
ternational Monetary Fund and 
the Bank for International Settle-
ments. No approval is needed 
JESUS CHRIST SUPE STAR 
Sunday, February 5, 7 p.m. 
at the 
Playhouse Square 
• Tickets can be purchased in the Student Life Office 
for a discounted price of $50 per two tickets. 
• Limited number of tickets so act quickly! 
• Free bus transportation will alsc 
be provided leaving the Belvoir 
parking lot at 5:45 p.m. 
WELCOME BACK FROM STUDENT ACTIVITIES 
The Carroll News, February 2, 1995 WORLD VIEW 11 
U.S. Troops prepare for Cuban Moving Day Chechnyan 
Update Douglas Farah 0 1995, The Washington Post 
CAMP 4, Panama - Preparing 
to embark on a sensitive and po-
tentially hazardous operation to 
transfer 7,500 Cuban refugees 
temporarily housed here to a U.S. 
base in Cuba this week, American 
soldiers are rehearsing ways to 
combat riots, arson , escapes, even 
suicide attempts. 
Special hostage rescue teams 
have been brought here in case 
Cubans take soldiers hostage as 
groups of 500 refugees are trans-
ferred from four camps along the 
Panama Canal to Howard Air Base 
outside Panama City for flights to 
the U.S. Guantanamo Bay Naval 
Base in southernCuba.Guard tow-
ers are springing up all along the 
road to Howard, and soldiers of 
the 82nd and lOlst airborne divi-
sions are patrolling the route' 
The idea that U.S. planners 
most wa nt to avoid taking shape is 
arepeatof rioting early last month 
in three of the four Cuban camps 
here. More than 200 American 
soldiers were injured, as opposed 
to only about 30 rioters. 
They were among the 8,800 
refugees sem to Panama in Sep-
tember out of more than 30,000 
Cubans who headed for U.S. shores 
by ra ft starting last August and 
were intercepted by the US Coast 
Guard, chen interned at the 
Guantanamo Bay base. 
Panama set a looming March 3 
deadline for closing the specially 
built camps here. All refugees will 
be returned toGuantanamo by the 
end of February. The United States 
says the Cubans will be put up in 
houses with electricity in 
Guantanamo - an improvement 
over the tents along the airstrip in 
which the rafters initially were 
housed. U.S. officials took 12 Cu-
bans from the camps here to tour 
the new facilities in Guantanamo, 
then returned the group to Panama 
to spread word of the improve-
ments. 
The United States has granted 
visas to only about 1,000 of the 
Cubans in Panama- women, chil-
dren, old people and chronically 
illadmitted provisional! y as a hu-
manitarian gesture. Theothers,ac-
cording to a policy set by the 
Clinton adm inistration, must re-
turn to Cuba and apply for visas, 
or remain in Guantanamo. 
Bitter and angry after five 
months in limbo, struggling to 
makesense of their situation, the 
refugees were quick to believe 
rumorssweeping the ca mps this 
weekend. 
Among them: a secret base has 
been buil t near Miami to 
receivethe thousands of refugees 
who will begin the process of 
beingrelocated from Panama this 
week; there is a mass suicide pact 
thatCubans will carry out if they 
are nor admitted to the United 
States. 
The intensity of the rumors 
parallels the rise of the refugees' 
anxie ty and uncertainty.just how 
tense things have gotten was evi -
dent during visits to the camps 
this weekend. 
Refugees, who largely view the 
idea of being sent to Guantanamo 
as a step toward being returned to 
Cuba, not a step coward asylum in 
the United States, demanded that 
a reporter confirm Panamanian 
media reports that they would all 
be allowed into the United States 
within two weeks. 
Told the Clmron administra-
tion had not adopted a new policy 
that would allow them quick en-
try into the United States, an an-
gry crowd began shouting and 
taunting the visitor, saying he 
wanted to hide the truth from 
them 
Because the U.S. Army, which 
runs the camps. has tried to dis-
suade people from believing the 
rumors and generating false ex-
pectations, they also accused the 
soldiers of lying. 
The turning on the U.S. troops 
in December sharply altered the 
relationship between U.S. forces 
and the refugees. About 200 Cu-
bans remain in detention for di-
recting or participating in the ri-
ots. 
"When they came, and this was 
our real philosophy, we were to 
treat them as if they were our 
grandmothers ar riving from Ellis 
Island," sa id Gen. Barry R. 
McCaff rey,comma nder inch ief of 
the U.S. Southern Command. 
"They were received with 
bands and banners and went inw 
a system where they never saw a 
gun or a club. But that 
changed after December." 
U.S. troop strength around the 
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camps grew from 3,500 to 4,750, 
includingunitsfrom the82nd and 
IOlst airborne divisions, after the 
riots. 
The chain· link fences around 
the camps have been topped with 
barbed wire, and rolls of 
concertina wire provide a second 
barrier. Guard towers were built, 
manned by armed guards. 
While troops still mingle with 
Cubans in the camps, they carry 
wooden clubs. Troops stand out· 
side the fence with full riot gear, 
including shot guns. 
McCaffrey and others stressed 
that they recognized that the vast 
majority of the Cubans in the 
camps did not participate in the 
riots or support the violence. But 
they are taking no chances for the 
transfer of the Cubans to 
Guantanamo. 
McCaffrey said he has issued 
rules of engagement to his troops, 
who have drilled on everything 
from passive resistance to at-
tempts to burn down the camps. 
While refugees complained 
about the food or medical support, 
andsaid theywereangryabout the 
new sec uri ty measures, few 
blamedthe US troops for their 
misfortunes. 
"We are very unhappy with the 
policy; a great many people are 
very disappointed with the United 
States and Clinton," said Mario 
Crespo, a block leader. 
"But we have a good relation-
ship with the military. We under-
stand they just receive their or-
ders." 
ru rb! only collty! 
Raoro Sranon rbar can grve 
you Lrve Bl{oaocasrs! 
EveRy FJUday 10·12 a.m. 
Richard Boudreaux 
c 1995, Los Angeles Times 
MOSCOW- A European 




cnminate" military might 
against the tiny secessionist 
republic. It called for talks 
among all forces to arrange a 
cease-fire and free elections. 
The main findmgs by the 
team of the 53-nation Orga-
nization for Security Coop-
eration in Europe, the first 
such international misswn 
of the 7-week-old war, are 
sharply at odds with 
Moscow's version of reality 
and its policies in the Mus-
lim republic. But the head of 
the five-member team, 
Istvan Gyarmatiof Hungary, 
said he hopes his report will 
lead to cooperation between 
Moscow and the Vienna-
based body to carry out its 
proposa Is. He said both sides 
in Chechnya had already 
agreed toone thing: to letthe 
International Commiuee of 
the Red Cross visit their pris-
oners. Europe has taken the 
lead in criticizing Russian 
President Boris N. Ycltsin's 
campaign to crush 
Chechnya's 3-year-old inde-
pendence bid. Last month, 
the European Union pro-
tested the war by delaying 
Rus~ia's enrry inlo a major 
0n MoEiday, 
of Europe in Strasbourg, 
France, heardanappealfrom 
Sergei A. Kovalev to delay 
Moscow's application to join 
that body until its armed 
forces cease hostilities in 
Checbnya.Gyarmari's report 
could reinforce the chill in 
Europe toward what had 
been a budding post-<:old 
War alliance. But its cone and 
content were mild by com· 
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The junior transfer from lllinois-
Benedic tine had a spectacular 
performance last week, winning 
four individual events and com-
peting on two winning relay 
teams. She holds school records 
in the 200-yard freestyle and the 
SOD-yard freestyle 
Finishing at 6-0 in the last week's 
Ohio Athletic Conference Dual 
meet at Ohio Northern, the junior 
118-pounder upped his season 
record to 22-7-2. This ties him 
with senior Rob Banos (177 I bs.) 
for most victories on the team. 
Grapplers lose first OAC duals 
Aaron 5 
anything. 
Sheets, a heavyweight wrestler 
for John Carroll, posted an un-
blemished 6-0 personal record at 
the Ohio Athletic Conference du-
als last weekend held in Ada, Ohio. 
He single-handedly wiped out 
his competition and helped the 
Blue Streaks finish second overall 
in the OAC duals behind confer-
ence front-runner Mount Union. 
And he still wasn't fi nished. 
junior 167-pounder Andy 
Worst, who finished 3-2at the du-
a ls, bet Sheets he couldn't eat a 
large pizza before the wrestling 
team left a near-by Pizza Hut at 
the conclusion of the duals. 
Less than 40 minutes later, 
Sheets had finished off 
a large pepperoni and 
cheese pan pizza. 
"I could have 




pizza's aren't the 
only adversaries 
the senior has 
had to overcome 
recently. 





(17-8) had his right knee 
seeped twice for a torn meniscus. 
After com pii mg a 10-6 record his 
freshman year at Carroll, he sat 
out consecutive seasons with m-
juries. 
Sheets was out of action h1s 
sophomore year due to a torn rota-
tor cuff in h1s nght shoulder. Last 
year he missed the entire season 
because of a torn anterior cruciate 
ligament in his right knee. He had 
the same knee seeped earlier in 
the -summer. 
are no percen an t ey o 
hurt a lot. I know they are solid 
now, (but) they just hurt." 
Regardless, Sheets has per-
sisted and overcome. 
Perhaps his biggest challenge 
on the mat, and his teammate's 
biggest challenge as well, is yet to 
come when the Blue Streaks face 
rival Mount Union head-to-head 
in Alliance, Ohio on Feb. 10. 
Mount Union's victory at the OAC 
duals marked the first time in his-
tory t hatjoh n Carroll has not won 
the event since joining the confer-
ence. 
"It's a reall y close match be-
tween the two of us," Sheets said 
of Mount's heavyweight. 
Head Coach Kerry Volkmann 
also recognized the toughness of 
the Purple Raiders' squad and the 
task the Streak's will face in de-
feating Mount for the OAC Con-
ference crown. 
"It's a little different position 
for us," Volkmann said. "It looks 
like Mount is the team to beat if 
we are going to maintain our fifth 
consecutive conference title." 
What helpedcarrythe Streaks 
(15-5) this season is the senior 
1a onne y at 
pounds), Gabe Galioto (16-7 at 158 
pounds), Rob Bartos (22-10 at 170 
pounds) and Matt Clapper (4-7 at 
190 pounds), Volkmann has seen a 
senior class with little experience 
blossom. 
Injuries. and competition 
within the same weight classes 
against All-American's like Mike 
Gillmor at 142 pounds (1992), and 
ChrisConnellyat !58 pounds(l993 
and 1994),kept thiscropof seniors 
off the mat. 
"Coming in, this was the least 
experienced senior class we've had 
around here in a long time ," 
Volkmann, in his eighth season as 
head coach of JCU, said. 
But the leadership has matured 
"Tha t's going to make the differ-
ence. Your only goi ng to go as 
far as your seniors can take 
you." 
Even with the tenacity 
of the senior class, the road 
totheOACChampionship 
seems to get tougher ev-
eryday. 
One hundred and fifty 
pounder Jason Kessen 
will sit out the rest of the 
season with a broken 
right wrist. The jun-
ior,a National Quali-
fier last season, wi II 
retain a year of eli-
gibility this way. 
The Streak's will 
also be without All-American 
Matt Colluci at 126 pounds for a 
while. Colluci is out with injured 
ribs. He is expected back for the 
Mount match, however, Volkmann 
said. 
Injuries and inexperience don't 
seem to matter much to Sheets, 
though. 
"We'vecomea long way," Sheets 
said of this year's team . "It has been 
a good year.ltcould be a great year. 
And I really think it will be." 





The Blue Streak swim teams 
powered up for the commg con-
ferencechampionshipswithdual 
meets against Ohio Athletic Con-
ference rival Baldwin-Wallace, 
and North Coast Athletic Confer-
ence powerhouse, Oberlin, last 
weekend. 
The first of two challenges for 
the Blue Streaks came at Oberlin. 
The women's team dominated in 
their events. The women swam to 
first-place finishes in eleven of the 
thirteen events. junior Peggy 
Dem pseyand sen ior Sara Mitchell 
each won two events, with the 
Streaks finishing in first a nd sec-
ond place in six d ifferent events. 
The men's swimmers, facing 
one of the strongest teams in Di-
vision Ill, fell to Oberlin in dual 
meet competition. Strong show-
ingsfonheStreaks,however, were 
senior Eric Rapp and sophomore 
jeff Juergens, each with second 
place finishes. 
The traditionally strong Yel-
low-Jackets came to the Johnson 
Natatorium this past Saturday for 
Carroll's last regular season OAC 
dual meet. Both the men and the 
women dominated Baldwin-
Wallace in this preview of the con-
ference championships. 
lnelevenof the thirteen events, 
the men finished first, and in five 
events they placed first and sec-
o resMa tOlverand 
uergens t m1s e 1rst m two 
events. Sophomore All-American 
Frank D'Angelo won both the!-
meter and 3-meter diving events. 
"It was an entire team effort. 
There is not just one or two key 
swimmers; our great strength is 
the depth (of our bench)," said co-
captain, Rapp. 
The women also dominated, 
swimming to several first place 
finishes.Seniorco-captain Ash ley 
Maurertook first place finishes in 
two events, and a third as part of 
the 400-yard freestyle relay team. 
Senior diver Teresa Camarota won 
the !-m eter diving event and 
Dempsey also showed well with 
two first place fmishesand a third 
on the 400-yard medley relay. 
"We handled this meet well; 
there were no surprises," said 
Coach Matt Lenhart of his team's 
performance against Baldwin-
Wallace. 
The seniors were honored for 
their ded ication and success in this 
last regu lar season home OAC 
meet. What is significant about 
th is is that the seniors have never 
lost in OAC competition in four 
years. Since the Blue Streaks en-
tered the OAC six years ago, the 
men's team has yet to lose (24-0), 
while the women's team lost only 
once (23-1), the year before the se-
nior class arrived as freshmen. 
"The exciting aspect of our class 
is that so many of us have contrib-
uted and stayed together," said 
Maurer, one of the nine seniors on 
the team. 
Seniors honored were captains 
Jim Petkunas, Eric Rapp, Ashley 
Maurer, Sara Mitchell, and Maria 
Montalbano. Unfortunately, 
Montalbano is out for the season 
with a shoulder injury, but had 
been vital to the team for the last 
three years. Other seniors include 
Luke Piede, Ri ch Farkas, Casey 
Shepard, and Teresa Camarota, 
each important to the team's sue-
year our recruiting classes are im-
pressive. It's easier to bring in good 
swimmers when we have a strong 
team." 
Upcoming meets for the team 
are today at Buffalo State and Sat-
urday at the College of Wooster. 
These meets are prep meets for the 
conference championships com-
ing up in two weeks at home. 
If you are intensted in writing sports for the CN, please 
contact Jeff Walker or Jude Killy at 397 -17U or 397-:-4479. 
or 
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Shooting woes hurt hoopsters Poised to strike 
Erik Boland 
Staff Reporter 
A season long cold front has 
moved in and settled itself on the 
john Carroll men's basketball 
team, causing them to drop to the 
bottom of the Ohio Athletic Con -
ference in shooting after placing 
th ird in that category a year ago. 
Last year, in winning the con-
ference championship with a 14-
4 record, the Blue Streaks ranked 
third in the league in shooting at 
49 percent. This season,john Ca r-
roll has struggled and ranks last 
in the conference, h itting just 41 
percent of its shots. They also bot-
tom out the league in three-point 
percentage, converting only 30 
percent of their attempts. Cur-
rently, jCU stands at 7-5 in the 
conference, pending last night's 
results against Mount Union. The 
plummet from top to bottom has 
Coach Mike Moran and the team 
searching for answers. 
"The kids we have are capable 
of scoring," Moran said last week 
"We have to get into the flow and 
the rhythm of things where the 
kids are well set and where there's 
an ability to rebound the ball. I 
think that has hurrus. We've taken 
some shots where we haven't had 
the ability to rebound the ball." 
"I have no idea why,"juniorcen-
ter jeffrey Sesplankis said. "We're 
getting the same shots as last year. 
This yea r they're not dropping." 
The fros ty shooting cominued 
last week as the Blue Streaks lost a 
pair of league games, 63-58 to 
Heidelbergand 74-65at Otterbein, 
games in which they shot a com-
bined 40 percent from the floor. 
The lone bright spot in the 
Otterbein game was Sesplankis 
whoshot8-15 from the field, scor-
ing 21 points and grabbing nine 
rebounds. In fact, Sesplankis has 
been the most consistent Blue 
Streak this season averaging 15.1 
points per game and 9.1 rebounds. 
Despite Sesplankis' solid play, 
john Carroll trails conference 
leader Ohio Northern by five 
games and the team now must 
scrambletoassureitself of a home 
playoff game in the OAC tourna-
ment. Excluding last night's game 
The previous iliformatfon has been compiltd by john Carroll's 
Sports Information Department and the CN Sports Staff. 
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against Mount Union, the Streaks 
have six games to play and hold a 
precarious one game lead over 
fifth place Capital. Only teams 
placing in the top four are assured 
a home playoff game. Capital inc 
vades the Don Shula Sports Cen-
ter this Saturday at 7:30p.m. 
"We want to get momentum 
going into the tournament," 
Sesplankis said. "Our goa l is to be 
in the top four. We need to be in 
position like last year when we 
had a home game in the opening 
round (a 100-72 victory over 
Mount Union)." • 
Other brightspOLsforjohn Car-
roll from the past week were David 
Pfundstein and JJ. Richardson. 
Pf undstein, a feisty 5-10 sopho-
more guard from Gilmour Acad-
emy, hit 6-9 from the field against 
Otterbein for 14 points, including 
2-4 from beyond the three-point 
arc. Pfundsteinalso leads the team 
in assists per game(3.8) and steals 
(L8). 
Meanwhile Richardson , a 6-6 
sophomore from Erie, PA, showed 
signs of being the answer to the 
team's long ra nge shooting woes. 
For the week, Richa rdson hit SO 
percent of his shots including 2-4 
from three- point range. 
Richardson on the season has hit 
40 percent of his th ree poinr at-
tempts. 
Next for j ohn Carroll is Capi-
tal, who brings a 6-6 conference 
record into the match. The Cru-
saders started the year slowly but 
have rebounded to win fi veof their 
last eight games. Consequently, 
JCU has won only three of its last 
seven games. 
MJkeJ;arna 
Bridgette Moran (shown bringing the ball up court against 
Otterbein), and her teanmates have dropped three 
consecutive Ohio Athletic Conference basketball games to 
Heidelberg (59-51) Jan. 24; Otterbein (66-62) Jan. 28; and 
Mount Union (64-60) Jan. 31. The Streaks (11-8, 6-7 OAC) 
play at defending national and OAC champion Capital 
Saturday at 3 pm. 
great scores ••• 
Kaplan helps you focus 
your test prep study 
where you need it most. 
We'll show you the 
proven skills and test-
taking techniques that 
help you get a higher 
score. 
great skills ••• 
Kaplan has the most complete arsenal of test prep 
tools available. From videos to software to virtual 
reality practice tests with computerized analysis to 
great teachers who really care, nobody offers you 
more ways to practice. 
Call: {216)831-2233 







The junior transfer from Illinois-
Benedictine had a spectacular 
performance last week, winning 
four individual events and com-
peting on two winning relay 
teams. She holds school records 
in the 200-yard freestyle and the 
500-yard freestyle 
f inishing at 6-0 in the last week's 
Ohio Athletic Conference Dual 
meet at Ohio Northern, the junior 
US-pounder upped his season 
record to 22-7-2. This ties him 
with senior Rob Bartos (177 lbs.) 
for most victories on the team. 
Grapplers lose first OAC duals 
Edi\IIJ 
a ron 5 1ee ts oesn'1 qui t. 
anything. 
Sheets, a heavyweight wrestler 
for John Carroll, posted an un-
blemished 6-0 personal record at 
the Ohio Athletic Conference du-
als last weekend held in Ada, Ohio. 
He single-handedly wiped out 
his competition and helped the 
Blue Streaks finish second overall 
in the OAC duals behind confer-
ence from-runner Mount Union. 
And he still wasn't fin ished. 
junior 167-pounder And y 
Worst, whofinished 3-2at thedu-
a Is, bet Sheets he couldn't ea t a 
large pizza before the wrestling 
tea m left a near-by Pizza Hut at 
the conclusion of the duals. 
Less than 40 minutes later, 
Sheers had finished off 
a large pepperon i and 
cheese pan pizza. 
"I could have 
eaten two," satd 
Sheets. 
OAC grapplers 
and peppe roni 
p1zza's aren't the 
only adversar ies 
the senior has 
had to overcome 
recently. 
As a senior at 
Me igs High 
School in 
Har nson ville, 
Ohio, Sheets 
07-8) had hts rt ght knee 
scoped twice for a torn menisc us. 
After compiling a 10-6 record his 
freshman year at Carrol l, he sat 
out consecutive seasons with in-
JUries. 
Sheets was out of action his 
sophomore year due to a torn rota-
tor cuff in hts right shoulder. Last 
year he m1ssed the entire season 
because of a torn anteriorcruciate 
ligament in his nght knee. He had 
the same knee scoped earher in 
the summer. 
arc no percen an t ey o 
hurt a lot. I know they are solid 
now, (but) they just hurt." 
Regardless, Sheets has per-
sisted and overcome. 
Perhaps his biggest challenge 
on the mat, and his teammate's 
biggest challenge as well, is yet to 
come when the Blue Streaks face 
rival Mount Union head-to-head 
in Alli ance, Ohio on Feb. 10. 
Mount Union's victory at th e OAC 
duals marked the first time in his-
tory thatjohn Carroll has not won 
the event since joining the confer-
ence. 
"It's a really close match be-
tween the two of us," Sheets said 
of Mount's heavyweight. 
Head Coach Kerry Volkmann 
also recogmzed the toughness of 
the Purple Raiders' squad and the 
task the Streak's wHI face in de-
feating Moun t for the OAC Con-
ference crown. 
"It's a little different ]XJSit ion 
for us," Volkmann said . "It looks 
like Mount is the team to beat if 
we are going to rna i ntai n our fifth 
consecutive conference title." 
What helped carry the Streaks 
0 5-5) this season is the senior 
a onne y iiT 
pounds), Gabe Galioto (16-7 at 158 
pounds), Rob Bartos (22-10 at 170 
pounds) and Matt Clapper (4-7 at 
190 pounds), Volkmann has seen a 
senior class with little experience 
blossom. 
Injuries, and competition 
within the same weight classes 
against All-American's like Mike 
Gillmor at 142 pounds(l992),and 
Chris Connelly at 158 pounds(l993 
and 1994),keptthis cropof seniors 
off the mat. 
"Coming in, this was the least 
experienced senior class we've had 
around here in a long time," 
Volkmann, in his eighth season as 
head coach of JCU, said. 
But the leadership has matured. 
"That's going to make the differ-
ence. Your only going to go as 
far as your seniors can take 
you." 
Even wi th the tenacity 
of the senior class, the road 
to the OACChampionship 
seems to get tougher ev-
eryday. 
One hundred and fift y 
pounder j ason Kessen 
will sit out the rest of the 
season with a broken 
right wrist. The jun-
ior,a National Quali-
fier last season, will 
retain a year of eli-
gibility this way. 
The Streak's will 
also be wilhout All-Amer ican 
Matt Colluci at 126 pounds for a 
while. Colluci is out with injured 
ribs. He is expected back for the 
Mount match, however, Volkmann 
said 
Injuries and inexperience don't 
seem to matter much to Sheets, 
though 
"We've cornea long way," Sheets 
said of this years team. "lt has been 
a good year. II could be a great year. 
And I really think it will be." 





The Blue Streak swim teams 
]XJWered up for the coming con-
ference championships with d ua 1 
meers against Ohio Athletic Con-
feren ce rival Baldwin-Wallace, 
and North Coast Athletic Confer-
ence powerhouse, Oberlin , last 
weekend. 
The first of two challenges for 
the Blue Streaks came at Oberlin. 
The women's team domina ted in 
their events. The women swam to 
first-place finishes in eleven of the 
thi rteen events. junior Peggy 
Dempsey and senior Sara Mitchell 
each won two events, with the 
Streaks fin ishing in first and sec-
ond place in six different events. 
The men's swimmers, facing 
one of the strongest teams in Di-
vision Ill, fell to Oberlin in dual 
meet competition. Strong show-
ings fort he Streaks, however, were 
senior Eric Rapp and sophomore 
jeff Juergens, each with second 
place finishes. 
The traditionally strong Yel -
low-jackets came to the j ohnson 
Natatorium this pastSaturdayfor 
Carroll's last regular season OAC 
dual meet. Both the men and the 
women dominated Baldwin-
Wallacein this preview of the con-
ference championships. 
Inelevenof the thirteen events, 
the men fin ished first, and in five 
events they placed Hrst and sec-
o m res Ma t Olver and 
uergens r 1 JnJ S e 1rsr m rwo 
events.SophomoreAll-American 
Frank D'Angelo won both the 1-
meter and 3-meter diving events. 
"It was an entire team effort. 
There is not just one or two key 
swimmers; our great strength is 
the depth I of our bench],• said co-
captain, Rapp. 
The women also dominated, 
swimming to several first place 
finishes.Seniorco-captainAsh ley 
Maurer took first place fin ishes in 
two events, and a thi rd as part of 
the 400-yard freestyle relay team. 
Seniordiver Te resa Cam arata won 
t he 1-meter div ing eve nt and 
Dempsey also showed well with 
two first place fin ishes and a third 
on the 400-yard medley relay. 
·we handled this meet well ; 
there were no surprises," sa id 
Coach Matt Lenhart of his team's 
pe rformance aga inst Baldw in-
Wallace. 
The seniors were honored for 
their dedication and success in this 
last regular season home OAC 
meet. What is significant about 
this is that the seniors have never 
lost in OAC competition in four 
years. Since the Blue Streaks en-
tered the OAC six years ago, the 
m en's team has yet to lose (24-0), 
while the women's team lost on! y 
once (23-1), the year before the se-
nior class arrived as freshmen. 
"The exciting aspect of our class 
is thatsomany of us have contrib-
uted and stayed together," said 
Maurer, one of the nine sen iors on 
the team. 
Sen iors honored were captains 
jim Petkunas, Eric Rapp, Ashley 
Maurer, Sara Mitchell , and Maria 
Montalbano. Unfortunately, 
Montalbano is out for the season 
with a shoulder injury, but had 
been vital to the team for the last 
three years. Other seniors include 
Luke Piede, Rich Parkas, Casey 
Shepard, and Teresa Camarata, 
each important to the team's suc-
cess. 
ey rea g group, an t ey 
are partially responsible for the 
improvements in our program," 
said Lenhart of his seniors. "Each 
year our recruiting classes are im-
pressive. It's easier to bring in good 
swimmers when we have a strong 
team." 
Upcoming meets for the team 
are today at Buffalo State and Sat-
urday at the College of Wooster. 
These meets are prep meets for the 
conference championships com-
ing up in two weeks at home. 
or 
"Pungsatawny Phil's" Shadow 
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Shooting woes hurt hoopsters 
Erik Boland 
Staff Reporter 
A season long cold f rant has 
moved in and seuled itself on the 
John Carroll men's basketba ll 
team, causi ng them rodrop to the 
bottom of the Ohio Athletic Con-
ference in shooting af ter placing 
th ird in that ca tegory a year ago. 
Last year, in winning the con-
ference championship with a 14-
4 record, the Blue Streaks ra nked 
third in the league in shooting at 
49 percent Thisseason,john Ca r-
roll has struggled and ranks last 
in the conference, httting just 41 
percent of its shots. They also bot-
tom out the league in th ree-point 
percentage, conven ing only 30 
perce nt of their attempts. Cur-
rently, jCU sta nds at 7-5 in the 
conference, pending last nigh t's 
results against Mount Union. The 
plummet from top to bottom has 
Coach Mike Moran and the team 
searching for answers. 
"The kids we have are capable 
of scoring," Moran said last week. 
"We have to get into the flow and 
the rhythm of things where the 
kids are well set and where there's 
an ability ro rebound the ball. l 
th ink th at has hurtus. We've taken 
some shots where we haven't had 
the ability to rebound the ball." 
"l havenoidea why,"juniorcen-
ter jeffrey Sesplankis said. "We're 
getting the same shots as last year. 
This yea r they're no t dropping." 
The frosty shooting continued 
last week as the Blue Streaks lost a 
pa ir of league games, 63-58 to 
Heidel berg and 7 4-65 at Otterbein, 
games in which they shot a com-
bined 40 percent from the floor. 
The lone bright spot in the 
Otterbein game was Sesplankis 
who shot 8-15 from the field, scor-
ing 21 points and grabbing nine 
rebounds. In fac t, Sesplankis has 
been lhe most consistent Blue 
Streak this season averaging 15.1 
points per game and 9.1 rebounds. 
Despite Sesplan kis' solid play, 
john Carroll trail s conference 
leader Ohio Northern by fi ve 
games and the team now must 
scramble to assure itself of a home 
playoff game in the OAC tourna-
ment. Excluding last night's game 
against Mount Union, lhe Streaks 
have six games to play and hold a 
precarious one game lead over 
fifth place Capital. Only teams 
plac ing in the top four are assured 
a home playoff game. Capital in-
vades the Don Shu la SjXJrtS Cen-
ter this Sawrday at 7:30 p.m. 
"We want to get momentum 
going in to the tournament ," 
Sesplankissaid. "Our goa l is to be 
in the top four. We need to be in 
position like last year when we 
had a home game in the opening 
round (a l00-72 vic tory over 
Mount Union)." 
Other bright spots for John Car-
roll from the past week were David 
Pfundstei n and j.J. Richardson. 
Pf undstei n, a feisty 5-10 sopho-
more guard from Gilmour Acad-
emy,hit 6-9 from thefield against 
Otterbein for 14 points, including 
2-4 from beyond the three-point 
arc. Pf undsteina lso leads the team 
in assists per game (3.8) and steals 
(1.8). 
Meanwhile Richardson, a 6-6 
sophomore from Erie, PA, showed 
signs of bei ng the answer to the 
team's long range shooting woes. 
Por the week, Richardson hit 50 
percent of his shots including 2-4 
from three-point range. 
Richardson on the season has hit 
40 percent of his three ]XJint at-
tempts. 
13 
Poised to strike 
Next for john Carroll is Capi-
ta l, who brings a 6-6 conference 
record into the match. The Cru-
saders started the year slowly but 
have rebounded to win fi ve of their 
last eight games. Consequently, 




the. men's basketball starldin1lS 
lx>unds per contest. . . Sophol!lore~ttilli 
ih the league in free throw shooting 
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Bridgette Moran (shown bringing the ball up court against 
Otterbein), and her teammates have dropped three 
consecutive Ohio Athlet ic Conference basketball games to 
Heidelberg (59-51) Jan. 24; Otterbein (66-62) Jan. 28; and 
Mount Union (64-60) Jan. 31. The Streaks (11-8, 6-7 OAC) 
play at defending national and OAC champion Capital 
Saturday at 3 pm. 
great scores ••• 
Kaplan helps you focus 
your test prep study 
where you need it most. 
We'll show you the 
proven skills and test-
taking techniques that 
help you get a higher 
score. 
great skills ••• 
Kaplan has the most complete arsenal of test prep 
tools available. From videos to software to virtual 
reality practice tests with computerized analysis to 
great teachers who really care, nobody offers you 
more ways to practice. 
Call: (216)831-2233 
get a higher score 
KAPLAN 
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['lommentary 
Friends and bottlecaps 
It didn't really seem like Superbowl Sunday. 
I am a 49ers fan. But this isn't about football. It's about 
something much bigger. And it's not even about the 
Syracuse Orangemen, my favorite team. 
It's about God. I don't. think I've ever met anyone who 
says they understand God. I know why. 
Sunday, alii could think about was Brian and Rick. I'll think 
about them every Superbowl Sunday.! had been friends 
with Brian and Rick since I was ei t ears old. We had 
gr6Wh o(fe e , r a v y o er. 
After the Super bowl last year, they drove into a parking 
.-----------. lot. They were listening to music. 
They might have been talking 
about school. They might have 
been talking about girls. But 
January in Rochester, NY is cold. 
It snows a lot. The parking lot 
was empty. But they had to back 
into a parking space. And the 
tailpipe accidentally went right 
into the snow bank. When stu-
dents arrived at school the next 
day, the car was still running. 
Rick's window was open an inch. 
I got a phone call from a friend 
~,;....;:.,;;:.;;....:.;;;.._ __ ___. Monday. I volunteered for the 
unenviable task of calling a friend of mine who dated Brian. 
Rick absorbed enough carbon monoxide in his body to kill 
him five times over, the doctors said. A couple of us were 
told the night before Brian's funeral that Rick would never 
be Rick again. As if Brian's death wasn't enough. 
I'll never be able to describe the feeling v.OOn I walked 
into his hospital room and saw all the tubes in his body. The 
doctors told us that he'd have severe brain damage. The 
doctors were wrong. 
I always believed in God, but I didn't give God enough 
credit. I now think that God touches each one of us individu-
ally, in His own way. 
Rick was out of the hospital in about a month. The 
doctors said it was nothing short of a miracle. Before, they 
said he had no chance. But, a week later, Rick was able to 
move his fingers. He went back to school this September. 
He's completely nonnal. As if he was never in a coma on 
the brink of death for five days. We played volleyball over 
break. 
As a result of this disaster, we realized how much we 
mean to each other. No one can ever take that away from 
us. There is a thing we do, a s~l of OlM' friendship. We 
wear a bottle cap on the comer of Oll' hats. I always catch 
people looking at it. But it's a reminder of how quickly your 
'htlole world can tum upside down. How quickly life can 
change, or end. 
Two days after Rick cane out of his coma, I told him 
that I'd root for Georgetown when they played Syracuse 
the next day_ if he got better. He opened his eyes and 
squeezed my hand. 
Georgetown won. Jl 
,&-:-It/,£~ 
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What happened 
to Safe Rides? 
· · * I" k * rmg ... rtng... c tc 
••you've reached the 
Qtudeni Union 
ffi " o ce ... 
Need a ride? Call a cab 
Safe Rides was a great idea. What has happened to it? At the end of last year, 
this service project, which is the responsibility of the senior class, was put 
under the supervision of a junior. When no organization materialized, this 
project was given to another junior. Now, it seems that there is finally an 
attempt to get this project together, which is good, but a little late. 
This is not the first year that problems have arisen with this valuable service. 
Each year, it takes at least a few weeks of the semester to solicit volunteers for 
the rog~ra~rn~- ~~~~----~~~~~----~--~--~--~ 
Unfortunately, the first weekends back to school are the time when the 
service is most needed, because more students tend to go out. When it was 
designed, the point was to have a cohesive organization that students could 
turn to when they were looking for a reliable way home. However, it has been 
anything but reliable. Last semester, it was not until the last three weeks of 
school that Safe Rides even went into effect. 
Why should a service that is this important be left to the senior class to 
organize? Every year, it is necessary to reorganize because there is a new group 
of elected senior senators. 
Everyone knows the importance of preventing drunk driving. And this 
service can also be used to provide rides home for those who are not drunk, but 
stranded at a party or a bar. 
As a University, we need this service. The Senior Class has not been able to 
provide it on a regular basis. Perhaps Student Activities should think about 
taking control of the program, and making it an organization that everyone 
can rely on. If there was a permanent faculty advisor then the transition from 
one year to another could be made more smoothly. People could be paid to run 
Safe Rides, and offered incentives, like food and movies. Or it could be left as 
a service project and a more concerted effort to encourage volunteers could be 
made. 
At any rate, we can no longer depend on an appointed student, because it 
has not worked. Let's find something that does, so that we do not continue to 
be without Safe Rides on this campus. 
hits and • m1sses 
Hit: Book Swap. Cool that students were able to sell books to each other in an 
organized manner through the VAX. Miss: Luau Night in the cafeteria. 
Taking away the deli and decreasing the size of the salad bar limited our 
options too much. (The plastic leis and coconuts were good though.) Hit: Our 
field goal kicker jason Gold berg, a second team A 11 American selection. MIss: 
The Economics comprehensive exam was switched for the Education exam. 
They both start with "e." but that's just not good enough. Hit: Welcome Back 
Week, especially the Boiler Room. Ml ss: Outdated a tri urn signs. They get old. 
The Carroll News, February 2, 1995 
Students respond to Rock for Choice's 
commlttment to pro-choice movement 
To the Editor: 
I would like to thank the person who wrote the letter to 
the editor in your 1/26/ 95 issue of The Carroll News re-
garding the bands who contribute to the pro-choice move-
ment. &fore l read this l really wasn't aware of the fact that 
these bands took such active roles in a movement I support 
100%. 
Due to this conscientious reader informing me of their 
political feelings regarding the abortion issue, I will make 
every effort to support the pro-choice movement through 
buying their records and attending their concerts. By the 
way, a friend informed me that Domino's Pizza contributes 
a part of their proceeds to pro-life causes, so long live Papa 
johns! 
Eric Evans 
Class of 1995 
To the Editor: 
I'd like to respond to jennifer Schwartz's letter to the 
editor in the last issue of the CN, concerning bands and 
Rock for Choice. Though I admire Miss Schwartz's use of 
this forum to speak hermind,she isn'tquiteclear in getting 
her point across. 
She names several bands that support the pro-choice 
movement and asks if we know where our money is going. 
MissSch wartz's letter seems to imply that bands like Fugazi 
and Pearl jam are involved with Rock for Choice without 
the public's knowledge, taking our money and using it to 
further their own social-political agenda. This is false. 
These bands have never hidden their involvement in this 
project. 
Entertainers use their visibility to gain publicity for 
causes they believe in . This is not unusual as famous 
personalities have done this for years. Corporations do this 
all the time, supporting various politicians and lobbies for 
their own gain. The musicians involved in this project have 
been up-front. 
Rock for Choice benefit concerts have received coverage 
from MTY and more conventional news sources. I have 
FORI.N 
letters to the editor 
been aware of what these bands were doing since the be-
ginning. Fans of the bands, the people who purchase the 
concert tickets and COs, will have been aware of this for 
some time. 
MissSchwartzalsosays that the Rock for Choice benefit 
concert has raised some money I know this, but is she sure 
that these bands donate money from album sales to Rock 
for Choice? Playing a benefit concert is volunteering time. 
Some of the bands involved, like Fugazi, belong to indepen-
dent record labels and may not be able to afford to donate 
pan of their album sales and keep playing. 
The bands that Miss Schwanz listed havealwayspushed 
fortolera nee through their activities on and off stage. This 
carries over into their music - if you listen to their music 
because it's fash ionable to do so, because your friends li s-
ten, or because you're trying to rebel and shock the world, 
you might not see what these bands are trying to accom-
plish through their music. If you don't get the music, it's 
more than likely that t hese bands don't want you listening 
anyway. 
I know that it's trendy to listen to some of these bands 
right now and throw around words and phrases like: Femi-
nist Majority, conservative, and liberal. I'd like to know 
how some of these bands could be ca lled part of the Femi-
nist Majority, whatever that means. It is also easy to be 
intolerant and ignore other views and voices. Me, I'm just 
intolerant of intolerance, and a music lover. 
As a final note, though, I'd like to comment that Miss 
Schwartz's list is not all-inclusive. She missed some bands 
like jaw box and Nation of Ulysses. She may also have 
confused Firehose with Firehouse. 
&n Wlodarczak 
Class of 1996 
Economics major calls for re-evaluation of 
comprehensive examination requirement 
To the Editor: 
I have had the most unbelievable experience of my life. 
The Economics MFAT Exam (a standardized comprehen-
siveexam that economic majors have to pass to graduate) 
was [to bel given this past Saturday, january 28. However, 
there was a mix up with the exam where an educa tion 
exam was received instead of the economics exam. 
I 
15 
lfelt a five second wave of relief, then anger sett led . The 
majority of my anger was not because of the error but 
because john Carroll requires economic majors to pass this 
exam to graduate. 
Yes, only a 40 percentile compared to a nationwide 
score is needed to graduate. It is the idea that the weight of 
my diploma is resting on this exam. Exam scores are not 
received until six weeks after the exam IS taken. Yes, I have 
a second opportunity at taking the exam if ldo not pass the 
first exam. But, l still have to wait six more weeks for the 
results. It is the burden this exam puts on me that angers 
me. 
How serious is this testing if my graduation depends on 
a 40 percentile score of a comprehensive exam? What 
exactly is the reasoning for this exam? Did l not prove 
myself at john Carroll through the course work of the 
economics department? 
Since my last senior semester has begun, l have focused 
on studying for the MFAT. Therefore, 1 have had to sacrifice 
time in my course work for classes and have been unable to 
perform to my best abilities in my classes. ln addition, l 
have attended eight hours (spread over two days) of review 
sessions of economic material the MFAT is to test. 
This ex:am has been looming over me since the begin-
ning of my senior year and now this misfortune. What is 
the purpose of this kind of stress? To build character? 
I believe it is time for the economic department to re-
evaluate the purpose of the MFAT exam. Is it necessary to 
weigh my four years of hard workingcollegeexperienceon 
a 40 percentile nationwidescoreon acomprehensiveexam? 
1 believe I have worked damn hard and deserve my degree 
from john Carroll with no strings attached. 
G. Burwood 
Class of 1995 
Cedar center Lanes 
saturday • February 4. 1995 
10:30 p.m. • 1 a.m. 
Sign up in the Student Life Office by Friday at 5 p.m. 
Vans to leave Belvoir at 10:15 p.m. 
$2.00 per person e (shoes $1.30 extra) 
sponsored by Student Actjyities 
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The Carroll News, February 2,1995 
What happened 
to Safe Rides? 
· ' • I' k • rmg ... rmg... c 1c 
"you've reached the 
Student Union 
ffi " o ce •.. 
Need a ride? Call a cab 
Safe Rides was a great idea. What has happened to it? At the end of last year, 
this service project, which is the responsibility of the senior class, was put It didn't really seem like Superbowl Sunday. 
1 am a 49ers fan. But this isn't about football. It's about under the supervision of a junior. When no organization materialized, this 
Friends and bottlecaps 
somethingmuchbigger.Andit'snotevenaboutthe project was given to another junior. Now, it seems that there is finally an 
Syracuse Orangemen, my favorite team. h h h h d b 1· 1 1 
It's about God. I don't. think I've ever met anyone who attempt to get t is project toget er, w ic is goo , uta m e ate. 
says they understand God. I know why. This is not the first year that problems have arisen with this valuable service. 
Sunday, alii could think about was Brian and Rick I'll think Each year, it takes at least a few weeks of the semester to solicit volunteers for 
about them every Superbowl Sunday.! had been friends 
wittY Brian and Rick since I was ei t ears old. We had the ro ram. 
grownup oge . v Unfortunately, the first weekends back to school are the time when the 
After the Superbowllast year, they drove into a parking 
.----------. lot. They were listening to music. service is most needed, because more students tend to go out. When it was 
They might have been talking designed, the point was to have a cohesive organization that students could 
about school. They might have r 1 b, h h b been talking about girls. But turn to when they were looking 10r are ia 1e way orne. However, it as een 
January in Rochester, NY is cold. anything but reliable. Last semester, it was not until the last three weeks of 
It snows a lot. The parking lot school that Safe Rides even went into effect. 
was empty. But they had to back 
into a parking space. And the Why should a service that is this important be left to the senior class to 
tailpipe accidentally went right organize? Every year, it is necessary to reorganize because there is a new group into the snow bank When stu-
dents arrived at school the next of elected senior senators. 
day, the car was still running. Everyone knows the importance of preventing drunk driving. And this 
Rick's window was open an inch. k b · 
1 got a phone call from a friend service can also be used to provide rides home for those who are not drun , ut 
Monday. I volunteered for the stranded at a party or a bar. 
unenviable task of calling a friend of mine who dated Brian. As a University, we need this service. The Senior Class has not been able to Rick absorbed enough carbon monoxide in his body to kill 
him five times over, the doctors said. A couple of us were provide it on a regular basis. Perhaps Student Activities should think about 
told the night before Brian's funeral that Rick would never taking control of the program, and making it an organization that everyone 
be Rick again. As if Brian's death wasn't enough. 
I'll never be able to describe the feeling when 1 walked can rely on. If there was a permanent faculty advisor then the transition from 
into his hospital room and saw all the tubes in his body. The one year to a not her could be made more smoothly. People could be paid to run 
doctors told us that he'd have severe brain damage. The 
doctors were wrong. Safe Rides, and offered incentives, like food and movies. Or it could be left as 
1 always believed in God, but I didn't give God enough a service proiPct and a more concerted effort to encourage volunteers could be 
credi t.l now think that God touches each one of us individu- r 
ally. in His own way. - made. 
Rick was out of the hospital in about a month. The At any rate, we can no longer depend on an appointed student, because it 
doctors said it was nothing short of a miracle. Before, they has not worked. Let's find something that does, so that we do not continue to 
said he had no chance. But. a week later, Rick was able to 
move his fingers. He went back to school this september. be without Safe Rides on this campus. 
He's completely normal. As if he was never in a coma on 
the brink of death for five days. We played volleyball over 
break. 
As a result of this disaster, we realized how much we 
mean to each other. No one can ever take that away from 
us. There Is a thing we do, a symbol of our friendship. We 
wear a bottle cap on the comer of our hats. I always catch 
people looking at it. But it's a reminder of how quickly your 
~ole world can tum upside down. How quickly life can 
change, or end. 
Two days after Rick came out of his coma. I told him 
that I'd root for Georgetown when they played Syracuse 
the next day_ if he got better. He opened his eyes and 
squeezed my hand. 
Georgetown won Jl 
~tv.£~ 
. .. ... . . .. . .. .. . . 
hits and • m1sses 
Hit: Book Swap. Cool that students were able to sell books to each other in an 
organized manner through the VAX. Miss: Luau Night in the cafeteria. 
Taking away the deli and decreasing the size of the salad bar limited our 
options too much. (The plastic leis and coconuts were good though.) Hit: Our 
field goal kicker jason Goldberg, a second team All American selection. Miss: 
The Economics comprehensive exam was switched for the Education exam. 
They both start with "e," but that's just not good enough. Hit: Welcome Back 
Week,especiallytheBoiler Room. Miss: Outdatedatriumsigns. They get old. 
The Carroll News, February 2, 1995 
Students respond to Rock for Choice's 
commlttment to pro-choice movement 
To the Editor: 
I would like to thank the person who wrote the leuer to 
the editor in your 1/26/95 issue of The Carroll News re-
garding the bands who contribute to the pro-choice move-
ment. Before l read this 1 really wasn't aware of the fact that 
these bands rook such active roles in a movement 1 support 
100%. 
Due to this conscientious reader informing me of their 
political feelings regarding the abortion issue, I will make 
every effort to support the pro-choice movement through 
buying their records and attending their concerts. By the 
way, a friend informed me that Domino's Pizza contributes 
a part of their proceeds to pro-life causes, so long live Papa 
Johns! 
Eric Evans 
Class of 1995 
To the Editor: 
I'd like to respond to Jennifer Schwanz's letter to the 
editor in the last issue of the CN, concerning bands and 
Rock for Choice. Though 1 admire Miss Schwartz's use of 
this forum to speak her mind, she isn't quite clear in getting 
her point across. 
She names several bands that support the pro-choice 
movement and asks if we know where our money is going. 
MissSch wartz's letter seems to imply that bands like Fugazi 
and Pearl Jam are involved with Rock for Choice without 
the public's knowledge, taking our money and using it to 
further their own social-political agenda. This is false. 
These bands have never hidden their involvement in this 
project. 
Entertainers use their visibility to gain publicity for 
causes they believe in. This is not unusual as famous 
personalities have done this for years. Corporations do this 
all the time, supporting various politicians and lobbies for 
their own gain. The musicians involved in this project have 
been up-front. 
Rock for Choice benefit concerts have received coverage 
from MTV and more conventional news sources. I have 
FORI.N 
letters to the cd i tor 
been aware of what these bands were doing since the be-
ginning. Fans of the bands, the people who purchase the 
concert tickets and COs, will have been aware of this for 
some time. 
MissSchwartzalsosays that the Rock for Choice benefit 
concert has raised some money I know this, but is she sure 
that these bands donate money from album sales to Rock 
for Choice? Playing a benefit concert is volunteering time. 
Some of the bands involved, like Fugazi, belong to indepen-
dent record labels and may not be able to afford to donate 
part of their album sales and keep playing. 
The bands that MissSchwartzlisted have always pushed 
for tolerance through their activities on and off stage. This 
carries over into their music- if you listen to their music 
because it's fashionable to do so, because your friends lis-
ten, or because you're trying to rebel and shock the world, 
you might not see what these bands are trying to accom-
plish through their music. If you don't get the music, it's 
more than likely that these bands don't want you listening 
anyway. 
I know that it's trendy to listen to some of these bands 
right now and throw around words and phrases like: Femi-
nist Majority, conservative, and liberal. I'd like to know 
how some of these bands could be called parr of the Femi-
nist Majority, whatever that means. It is also easy to be 
intolerant and ignore other views and voices. Me, I'm just 
intolerant of intolerance, and a music lover. 
As a final note, though, l'd like to comment that Miss 
Schwartz's list is not all-inclusive. She missed some bands 
like Jaw box and Nation of Ulysses. She may also have 
confused Firehose with Firehouse. 
Ben Wlodarczak 
Class of 1996 
Economics major calls for re-evaluation of 
comprehensive examination requirement 
To the Editor: 
I have had the most unbelievable experience of my life. 
The Economics MFAT Exam (a standardized comprehen-
sive exam that economic majors have to pass to graduate) 
was [to bel given this past Saturday, january 28. However, 
there was a mix up with the exam where an education 
exam was received instead of the economics exam. 
I 
15 
T felt a five second wave of relief, then anger settled. The 
majority of my anger was not because of the error but 
because john Carroll requires economic majors to pass this 
exam to graduate. 
Yes, only a 40 percentile compared to a nationwide 
score is needed to graduate. lt is the idea that the weight of 
my diploma is resting on this exam. Exam scores are not 
received until six weeks aftertheexam is taken Yes, [have 
a second opportunity at taking the exam if 1 do not pass the 
first exam. Bur, I still have to wait six more weeks for the 
results. It is the burden this exam puts on me that angers 
me. 
How serious is this testing if my graduation depends on 
a 40 percentile score of a comprehensive exam? What 
exactly is the reasoning for this exam? Did l not prove 
myself at John Carroll through the course work of the 
economics department? 
Since my last senior semester has begun, l have focused 
on studying for the MFAT. Therefore, 1 have had to sacrifice 
time in my course work for classes and have been unable to 
perform to my best abilities in my classes. ln addition, I 
have attended eight hours (spread over two days) of review 
sessions of economic material the MFAT is to rest 
This exam has been looming over me since the begin-
ning of my senior year and now this misfortune. What is 
the purpose of this kind of stress? To build character? 
I believe it is time for the economic department tore-
evaluate the purpose of the MFAT exam. Is it necessary to 
weigh my four years of hard working college experience on 
a 40 percentile nationwidescoreon acomprehensi veexam? 
l believe I have worked damn hard and deserve my degree 
from john Carroll with no strings attached. 
G. Burwood 
Class of 1995 
Cedar center Lanes 
saturday • February 4. 1995 
10:30 p.m. • 1 a.m. 
Sign up in the Student Life Office by Friday at 5 p.m. 
Vans to leave Belvoir at 10:15 p.m. 
$2.00 per person e (shoes $1.30 extra) 
sponsored by Student A.ctiyities 
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IN& IS ESSENTIAL! 
c I a s s 
Seeking baby-sitter for 3 young 
children Thursday mornings until 
12:30 p.m. Walking distance to 
JCU. 381-7584. 
Part-time help needed Infant! 
Toddler Center Bluestone & 
Belvoir 382-1802. 
Spring Break! Bahamas Party 
Cruise 6 days $27911ncludes 12 
meals & 6 parties! Cancun & Ja-
maica 7 nights air & hotel from 
$439! Panama City 7 nights 
oceanview room with kitchen 
$129! Daytona Beach, Key West 
& Cocoa Beach, FL 7 nights from 
$159! Spring Break travel1-800-
678-6386. 
I 
Cruise ships now hiring- earn up 
to $2,000+ /month working on 
cruise ships or land-tour compa-
nies. 
Safe Rides need drivers, please 
sign-up at the Student Union Of-
fice to volunteer any Thursday, 
Friday, or Saturday night. The cal-
endar is made up through the rest 
of the semester. 
Fun-loving twin preschool boys 
are looking for a part-time baby-
sitter in their Shaker Hts home. 
Older brother wi II occasionally be 
home. Minimum 5 hrs/wk flexible 
hrs. $5 per hour. Must have own 
transportation. Call Liz 
The Freedonla Group, a busi-
ness research firm, is seeking 
• 
I f e d • I s 
students for part-time employ-
ment (10 to 20 hrs/wk) as re-
search assistants/clerical help. 
Computer experience beneficial. 
Call Corp. Info. Dept., 921-6800. 
Spring Break- Time to book your 
week at one of the Hot Spots 
Daytona/ $99 Panama/ $109 
Padre/ $119 Cancun/ $399 and 
more. Call Chris at ICP 1-800-
828-7015. 
Happy Birthday Roof-Top Boy. 
Love The Staff. 
Palnters,Foremen, and Manag-
ers- Call College Pro Painters at 
1-800-346-4649.at 991-7563. 
Happy 18th birthday - Molly M. 
- Go buy that lottery ticket! 
Way to go Kate, Tricia, Mary, 
Terra, Anne and Katie; great game 
girls! 
Hello to the Diamond R Ranch in 
Texas. I miss you muchl 
Hello to Tom in Greensburg, see 
ya soon! 
E-Thanks for the fuel. Trust me, 
the earplugs were neededfor pro-
tection. The added dinero was 
also a definite bonus! 
Anyone up for some late night 
doughnuts. A bird once told me 
that polar bears like the glazed 
ones! 
[:ARN WAITRESSES 
ALWAYS SEEM TO 
CATCH ME WITl-1 
MY NOUn! FULl. 
oft the mark by Mark Pansi 
'bUR CAS£ W/JJ-. f!£ J../EAR'D 
SHoRTLY HS.I®SSNfR, fJ.J/ RIGHT 
NoW COJr<f IS IN REC!SS ... 




10 State highway orgs. 
14 Mr. Greenspan 
15 "'Two can live as 
cheaply ___ • 
16 Genuine 
17 Negative contraction 
18 Rerrlevw breed 
20 Hide 
22 Not Invited 
23 Temporary shelters 
24 Worthless 
25 Extremely fat 
27 Mr. Namath 
28 S\Jcculant plant 
32 For fear that 
33 Race horse 
34 ''Thy will __ .. 
35 Scottish urge 
36 Hunting dog breed 
38 Baseball player 
Hodges 
39 Mountain crests 
41 Help 
42 Edinburgh Inhabitant 
43 Nostril 
44 Tach unit 
45 Slama 
46 Swine enclosures 
48 Am not:Non-standard 
49 Roof workers 
52 Painting styles 
55 Long haired dog breed 
57 International House of 
Pancakes acronym 
58 Swear 
59 French pie 
60 Hawaiian goose 
61 Tracy's Ms. Trueheart 
82 Fencing swords 
63 Degree holder 
DOWN 
1 Crazes 
2 Medlclnal plane 
3 Terrier breed 
4 Relegate 
5 Actualities 
6 Tennis star Arthur 
7 British runner Sebastian 
8 Render certain 
9 Singer Martin 
1 o Bandaged a wound 
11 Follows widow's 
12 Burial vigil 
13 Winter vehicle 
19 Steve Young for one 
21 Hot time In Perla 
24 Steals the canine 
25 New York city 
26 Hall of Farner Yogi 
27 Alai 
29 Canine policeman 





37 Comedian Conway 
40 Examiners 
42 PerceMng 
44 Crack the whip again 
45 Ab 
47 Incensed 
48 Composer Thomas & 
family 
49 THf 
50 Deep affection 
51 Iowa city 
52 Destiny 
53 Charlie Chaplin's wife 
54 Raced 
56 Anger 
Solution to "Farwell1994" 
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